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Message from Director-General

Department of Alternative Energy Development and Efficiency

T

he country’s economy has now been driven fast in some major sectors as
industry, goods and services, transportation and agriculture. After the severe
crisis of natural disaster which resulted in economic sluggish for quite a while,
Thailand still stands for its competitiveness advantage and shortly returns to
economic development recovery. This can be seen from GDP growth at the rate of
6.4% in 2012. Such situation has reflected in the increase of energy demand, making
the energy import value at the amount of 1.44 trillion Baht which was 16.7% increased
from the previous year. These figures envisage that energy consumption is growing
dramatically every year and each year the country has to spend billion dollars to
import fossil fuels from abroad. The Department of Alternative Energy Development
and Efficiency (DEDE) has recognized this critical problem, therefore, speeds up the
promotions and supports more use of renewable energy which is the best solution for
reducing fossil fuels dependency. As such, the renewable energy increase in 2012
could be made up to 12.7% while energy intensity could be reduced by 15.17%.
With every efforts we have made, I would like to express my heartful thanks
to all concerned stakeholders ranging from public and private sectors, educational
institutions and in particular, the people sector for all their supports and full cooperation
for the development of renewable energy and energy efficiency, making it moved
forward to the rapid successful and efficient implementation.
In this auspicious time, DEDE has published the annual report for the year 2012
to provide all those concerned with useful information which will finally lead to the
future energy cooperation.

(Mr. Amnuay Thongsathitya)

Director-General
Department of Alternative Energy Development and Efficiency
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History

T

he Department of Alternative Energy Development and Efficiency,
formerly named as “National Energy Authority”, was established under
the National Energy Authority Act, announced in the Royal Gazette
Volume 70, Part 3, dated 6th January B.E. 2496 (1953). By the virtue of this Act,
the “National Energy Authority Committee” was set up to formulate policies
and identify related energy projects, and the “National Energy Authority”
was founded as the status of “Department” since 7th January B.E. 2496 (1953).
The following is the historical background of the Department:

7th January 1953

Founded as “National Energy Authority”
under the Office of the Prime Minister, having
its temporary office at Faculty of Engineering,
Chulalongkorn University. Later in 1954, the Office
was moved to Sala Luk Khun in the Compound
of the Royal Grand Palace.

13th July 1959

The Office was moved again to Baan Pibultham,
Kasatsuek Bridge, Yod Se, until now.

23rd May 1963

Transferred to be under the Ministry of
the National Development by the virtue of
Ministry, Bureau, and Department Improvement
Act B.E. 2506 (1963).
Annual Report 2012
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1st October 1971

Transferred back to the Office of the
Prime Minister and renamed as “National Energy
Administration” (NEA).

24th March 1979

Transferred to be under the Ministry of
Science, Technology and Energy.

13th February 1992

Renamed as the “Department of Energy
Development and Promotion” (DEDP) under the
Ministry of Science, Technology and Energy by the
virtue of the Energy Development and Promotion
Act B.E. 2535 (1992), announced in the Royal Gazette
Volume 109, Part 9, dated 12th February 1992.

4th April 1992

The Ministry was renamed as the “Ministry
of Science, Technology and Environment”.

3rd October 2002

Renamed as “Department of Alternative
Energy Development and Efficiency” the Ministry
of Energy by the Government Administrative
Act B.E. 2545(2002), announced in the Royal
Gazette Volume 119, Part 99 (A),dated 2nd October
B.E 2545 (2002).

18th September 2007

Changed the official logo from
to
by the Notification of the Office
of the Prime Minister on “Specification of the
Official Logo according to the Official Logo Act
B.E. 2550 (2007)”, No. 240 announced on 17th
September 2007.
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Authorities and Functions
The Department of Alternative Energy Development and Efficiency (DEDE) has
authorities and functions as follows;
A. Under the Ministerial Notification on the Organization Chart of the Department
of Alternative Energy Development and Efficiency, the Ministry of Energy, B.E. 2551 (2008)
DEDE is authorized to promote energy efficiency, regulate energy conservation,
supply energy resources, develop integrated alternative energy and disseminate
energy technology systematically and continuously to provide sufficient demand
for all sectors and cost saving benefits to the country’s development to enhance
the quality of life of the people. Under this given authorities and functions, DEDE will;
1. Promote, support, and regulate energy conservation,
2. Conduct research and development and promote alternative energy,
3. Establish regulations and standards including technology transfer
		 and dissemination on energy production, transformation, transmission,
		 consumption, and conservation,
4. Monitor and evaluate alternative energy development and energy
		 conservation,
5. Manage information on alternative energy and energy conservation.
6. Perform other actions by laws relating to its function and authorities
		 or by the Ministry of Energy or the Cabinet,
B. Under the Energy Conservation Promotion Act, B.E. 2535 (1992) and its                
Second Amendment (No. 2) B.E. 2550 (2007)
DEDE is authorized to regulate, oversee and facilitate designated factories/
buildings as prescribed in the Royal Decree in order to ensure that these factories/
buildings operate in compliance with the Energy Conservation Promotion Act,
Royal Decrees, Ministerial Regulations, and Ministerial Notifications.
C. Under the Energy Development and Promotion Act B.E. 2535 (1992)
DEDE is authorized to supply, develop, construct and produce energy as well
as grant licenses to anyone who produces or expands designed energy that align with
the Royal Decrees, taking into account impacts on the environment, economy, and
security of the country; any harm that may arise from energy production or its expansion;
and technical use of raw materials and natural resources.
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Organization Chart
Energy Research Bureau

(1) Studying, researching, demonstrating,
developing, and promoting technologies
for energy production, transformation,
transmission and consumption.
(2) Studying and applying energy innovation
in line with local potential and resources.
(3) Establishing guidelines or criteria for the
safety of alternative energy production
and consumption.
(4) Monitoring and assessing production
ratio and utilization of alternative energy
in Thailand.

Biofuel Development Bureau

(1) Studying, researching, demonstrating,
developing, and promoting technologies
for biofuel production, processing,
transmission, and consumption.
(2) Setting up guidelines or principles, measures
and conditions on raw material management,
import and export of biofuel.
(3) Promoting and supporting biofuel businesses
such as its production, distribution including
recommending pricing measures, purchasing
and selling.
(4) Following up, assessing, and coordinating
an action plan under the country’s biofuel
policy and development plan.

Planning Division

(1) Studying and analyzing to formulate plans,
guidelines and strategies of alternative
energy development and energy efficiency.
(2) Drawing budget, following up and assessing
the Department’s action plans and
implementation.
(3) Coordinating international cooperation
on alternative energy development and
efficiency, and acting as a secretariat work
of committees on international and regional
activities concerning alternative energy
development and efficiency.

12
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Alternative Energy Development Bureau

(1) Setting regulations and standards on energy
production, transformation, transmission, and
consumption.
(2) Setting guidelines for procurement and alternative
energy development.
(3) Surveying, designing, constructing, and maintaining
energy production, transformation, transmission,
distribution and consumption.
(4) Setting remuneration rate for energy production
and consumption.
(5) Promoting, campaigning and supporting the creation
of organization or network group which participates
in energy management in communities.
(6) Monitoring and overseeing production management,
transformation, transmission, distribution, consumption,
and maintenance of energy resources and systems.

Solar Energy Development Bureau

(1) Studying, researching, demonstrating, developing,
and promoting production technologies,
transformation, transmission, and consumption
of solar energy.
(2) Studying and applying solar energy innovation
being compatible with local potential and resources.
(3) Disseminating, transferring, and campaigning solar
technology and knowledge.

Energy Technology Transfer
and Dissemination Bureau

(1) Disseminating and transferring energy technologies.
(2) Campaigning energy knowledge and demonstrating
energy use .
(3) Developing and applying, appropriate energy
technologies gained from research and local
wisdoms.

Internal Audit Group

(1) Auditing administration works on DEDE’s finance
and accounting.

Department of Alternative Energy Development and Efficiency
Energy Efficiency Promotion Bureau

(1) Setting measures and plans for energy
conservation and promoting energy
efficiency in small and medium industries,
buildings and residences, transportation
and agricultural sector which are not
prescribed by law.
(2) Setting high energy performance standard
on equipment, materials, machineries and
materials to encourage energy efficiency.
(3) Promoting and supporting energy efficiency
with production, distribution, and utilization
of high efficiency machineries, materials
and equipments which are not compiled
by law.
(4) Providing academic counseling and
recommendations for energy conservation
which is not compiled by law.
(5) Managing and providing financial support
for energy conservation as stipulated by
law.

Energy Regulation and Conservation
Bureau
(1) Establishing measures and work plans
on energy conservation in designated
factories and buildings.
(2) Regulating energy conservation and
production controlled by law.
(3) Providing academic counseling on energy
conservation in designated factories and
buildings.
(4) Administrating and providing financial
support for energy conservation as
specified by law.

Alternative Energy and Efficiency
Information Center

(1) Surveying, studying, analyzing, conducting,
and administrating information on
alternative energy and energy efficiency.
(2) Disseminating statistical information on
alternative energy and energy efficiency.
(3) Conducting and managing DEDE’s
information system.

Human Resource Development Bureau

(1) Studying, analyzing, conducting, and developing
training courses, medias, manuals as well as human
resource development in the energy field.
(2) Establishing standards and criteria on issuing
certification and withdrawal letters for trainers
on energy sector.
(3) Setting action plans and provide training for human
resource development concerning alternative
energy and energy efficiency technologies,
supporting educational institutions, public and
private organizations in personnel training on energy,
and offering testing knowledge and performances
for those personnel who wants to be registered as
responsible persons for energy.
(4) Managing the energy technology learning center.

Central Administration Bureau

(1) Executing general administration, directorate assistance,
and secretariat works of related committees.
(2) Conducting work relating to financial issue, accounting,
budget, procurement, buildings and vehicles.
(3) Managing human resource activities, strengthening
disciplines, and maintaining DEDE’s merit system.
(4) Publicizing and disseminating DEDE’s activities,
knowledge, progress and performances.
(5) Managing revolving fund that belongs to DEDE’s
responsibility.
(6) Managing rules and regulations related to contract,
civil and criminal obligation, administrative disputes
and other cases under DEDE’s authorities and
functions.

Administrative System Development Group

(1) Providing recommendations to the Director General
on DEDE’s administrative system development and
strategies.
(2) Monitoring, assessing, and preparing reports on
administrative system development.
(3) Coordinating and conducting tasks related to
administrative system development with other
central organizations and organizations within DEDE.
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Organization’s Strategic Plan
Name of Organization

Department of Alternative Energy Development and Efficiency (DEDE)

Vision

To be a knowledge based organization and a center towards sustainable
development of alternative energy and energy conservation.

Mission

To develop, promote and support sustainable and worthy energy consumption
and production and the suitable areas to develop commercial clean energy technology
for exporting and domestic use and to build collaborative network for bringing the
country into the knowledge based society with sustainable economic stability and
social well beings.

Strategies and Goals

DEDE promotes and regulates energy efficiency and conservation, supplies
energy resources; develops the utilization of integrated alternative energy and
disseminates energy technology with systematic and continuous approaches to serve
the country’s demand with energy prices affordable for the country development
and people’s quality of life. DEDE’s past performance was, therefore, accomplished
in accordance with its mission and linked with the Governmental Administrative
Plan B.E. 2555-2558 (2012-2015) Item No. 3 : Economy, Section 3.5 Energy Policy.
DEDE’s targets are :
1. To effectively reduce energy consumption in industrial sectors and business
buildings
2. To accelerate the use of alternative energy

16
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DEDE’s strategies:

1. To promote and support energy conservation
2. To provide and accelerate the use of alternative energy

Activities

A. To promote and support energy conservation
1. Output comprises the followings:
		 1.1 Regulating, promoting, and supporting energy conservation
		 1.2 Training, disseminating, and transferring energy conservation
			 technologies
		 1.3 Facilitating energy conservation.
B. To supply and accelerate the use of alternative energy
1. Output comprises the followings:
		 1.1 Studying and developing alternative energy
		 1.2 Producing and maintaining alternative energy
		 1.3 Promoting, disseminating and transferring alternative energy
			 technologies
		 1.4 Facilitating alternative energy
2. Hydro power project construction at Klong Thung Phen
3. Hydro power project construction at upper Nan River Basin
4. Hydro Power project construction at Mae Ka Nai
5. Hydro power project at community level (Phase 2)
6. Extension of installed capacity of small hydro project
7. Hydro power project construction at Huai Mae U-Su
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Basic Information
Manpower Classified by Title
Fiscal Year 2012
As of September 30, 2012

Title
Executives (higher-Primary)
Director
Finance and Accounting Officer
General Service Officer
Supply Officer
Scientific Officer
Statistical Officer
Economist
General Administration Officer
Human Resource Officer
Geologist
Public Relations Officer
Plan and Policy Analyst
Finance and Accounting Analyst
Computer Technical Officer
Internal Auditor
Supply Analyst
Environmentalist
Scientist
Technician
Mechanic
Legal Officer
Engineer
Mechanical Engineer
Civil Engineer
Electrical Engineer
Architect
Total
18
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Occupied
Manpower

Vacant
Manpower

Total

4
11
8
25
2
1
3
4
22
18
3
4
35
6
7
2
4
3
36
63
1
8
77
13
18
8
1
387

3
1
2
7
1
1
8
13
8
1
4
49

4
11
8
28
2
1
4
4
22
20
3
4
42
6
8
2
4
4
44
76
1
8
85
14
22
8
1
436

Manpower Classified by Organization Chart
Fiscal Year 2012
As of September 30, 2012

Bureau/Division/Center
Director-General
Deputy Director-General
Energy Efficiency Expert
Renewable Energy Expert
Administrative System Development Group
Internal Audit Group
Central Administration Bureau
Planning Division
Alternative Energy and Efficiency Information
Center
Energy Regulation and Conservation Bureau
Energy Technology Transfer and Dissemination
Bureau
Biofuel Development Bureau
Human Resource Development Bureau
Alternative Energy Development Bureau
Solar Energy Development Bureau
Energy Research Bureau
Energy Efficiency Promotion Bureau
Total

Manpower Manpower
(Occupied) (Vacant)

Total

1
3
1
2
3
2
49
22
27

1
4
4

1
3
1
2
3
2
50
26
31

40
19

5
4

45
23

26
20
74
29
36
33
387

1
2
16
2
5
5
49

27
22
90
31
41
38
436
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Basic Information
Expenditure Budget-Fiscal Year 2012
1. Government Expenditure: 844.91 million Baht
Objects of expenditure
- Personnel
- Operation
- Investment
- Subsidy
- Other expenses

249.50
94.75
434.83
1.43
64.40

million Baht (29.53%)
million Baht (11.22%)
million Baht (51.46%)
million Baht (0.17%)
million Baht (7.62%)

2. Energy Conservation Promotion Fund: 844.91 million Baht
Classified by Plan
		Energy efficiency acceleration plan
			- Implementation group
			- Research, development and study
				 for sustainable development group
			- Demonstration and initiatives group
			- Human Resource Development group
Alternative energy plan
			- Implementation group
			- Research, development and study
				 for sustainable development group
			- Demonstration and initiatives group
			- Human Resource Development group

20
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16.38 million Baht (1.67%)
17.60 million Baht (1.79%)
527.82 million Baht (53.76%)
30.25 million Baht (3.08%)
24.39 million Baht (2.49%)
54.53 million Baht (5.55%)
306.86 million Baht (31.25%)
4.00 million Baht (0.41%)

Energy Conservation Implemented
by DEDE

D

EDE is responsible for regulating not only designated buildings/factories
in accordance with the Energy Conservation and Promotion Act B.E.
2535 (1992) and its 2nd Amendment B.E. 2550 (2007), but also its office
building energy management. This is by installing transformers in the office buildings
at 17 Rama I Road, Pathumwan, Bangkok; and at the Energy Conservation Building
in Honor of His Majesty the King, Klong 5, Pathum Thani Province, having their
installed capacity more than 1,175 kVA which falls into designated buildings
category specified by law. Therefore, the buildings have to be managed for energy
efficiency and for energy consumption reduction by 10% as approved by the
Cabinet on 20 March, 2012.
In light of this, DEDE appointed 4 Persons Responsible for Energy to assist
in examining and auditing energy consumption and providing recommendations
to implement energy management system in the following 8 steps;
1. Setting up a working group on energy management
2. Evaluating current situation of energy management
3. Setting up energy conservation policies and public relations
4. Assessing energy conservation potential
5. Stipulating energy conservation targets and plans
6. Implementing energy conservation plans and evaluating
7. Following up and evaluating energy management
8. Reviewing, analyzing, and solving deficiency of energy management
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As a result of reviewing
and solving problems arisen
from working on energy management in 2011, DEDE, in addition,
set up the working groups to
encourage more participation
from DEDE’s personnel at the
sub-agency such as bureau/
division/centre level to concern
more responsibilities for energy
efficiency management and public awareness can be more decentralized.
In the fiscal year 2012, DEDE, as mandated by the Cabinet set the targets for
energy consumption reduction in each sectors, such as electricity by 15%
and fuel oil by 10%. An effort has been made to reduce energy consumption
including electricity, fuel oil and water.
DEDE’s work performance in the year 2012 resulted in electricity consumption
at 2,098,460 units which is 23,132 units or about 1.09% lower than the previous
year. As for fuel oils, about 77,371 litres were consumed which is 13,639 litres or
approximately 14.99 %, lower than the previous year. The details are as follows;

Fiscal Year
2011 (Oct. 2010-Sep. 2011)
2012 (Oct. 2011-Sep. 2012)
Amount of reduced energy consumption
Decreased percentage

Electricity
Consumption

Fuel Oil
Consumption

2,121,592
2,098,460
23,132
1.09

91,010
77,371
13,639
14.99

(Units)

(Litrers)

This figure shows how DEDE puts much effort in implementing measures to
make energy consumption reduced every year. However, there are still hurdles
involving in budget request for improving/modifying high efficient equipment,
particularly on high efficient air-conditioners which DEDE has to make more effort
to get the budget for further implementation.
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Work Performance under the Performance Agreement
in the Fiscal Year 2012

Department of Alternative Energy Development and Efficiency

T

he Department of Alternative Energy Development and Efficiency has
concentrated its work through the administration process set in the Royal
Decree on Criteria and Procedures for Good Governance, B.E. 2546 (2003).
The assessment of work performance in the fiscal year 2012 is divided into 4
dimensions comprised the followings;

Outside Dimension

Inside Dimension

Effectiveness
Illustrate the achievement
indicated in the objectives and goals
of the government plan with the
budget received.

Efficiency
Illustrate the capability to work
efficiently such as the amount of
productivity compared to the target
of budget management.

Quality
Illustrate the importance of
the good service given to the people
and response to the policy.

Organization Development
Illustration the capability on
organization change, human resource
development, information technology
system, and organization culture to
prepare for readiness in supporting
the implementation plan.

DEDE’s work performance in accordance with the Performance Agreement
in the Fiscal Year 2012 resulted in receiving the score of 4.3382 out of 5.0000 in total.
The performance from the last 5 years is shown in the following table;

Performance under the Performance Agreement in the past 5 Years

24

Work Performance

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

Effectiveness
Quality
Efficiency
Organization Development
Total

4.5599
4.3800
3.6053
4.7159
4.4704

4.5207
4.7515
3.3921
4.8419
4.4615

4.4197
4.0454
3.5676
4.9902
4.3315

4.7396
4.8316
3.8520
4.9819
4.6435

4.7679
4.2120
3.4507
3.5659
4.3382
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Summary of work performance in accordance
with the Performance Agreement

Department of Alternative Energy Development and Energy Efficiency
Work Performance Indicators
Outside Dimension
Effectiveness
1 The success level of percentage
weighted average to achieve the goal
set in Ministry’s actions plans and
significant/special government
policies
1.1 The success level of percentage
weighted average to achieve the goals
set in Ministry’s action plans and
significant/special government policies
1.1.1 Percentage of renewable energy and
NGV from the total energy

1.2

2

2.1

3.

The success level of driving towards
significant/special government
policies
The success level of percentage
weighted average to implement
Ministrys co-action plans with other
Ministries
Increased percentage of ethanol use
from gasohol E20 and E85
The success level of percentage
weighted average to achieve the
action plans of the Working Group

Weight Score
(%)

Results

67.00
60.00
25.00

4.7098
4.7679
4.4700

25.00

4.4700

Overall results of the Ministry’s performance
in which DEDE responsible for 1 indicator

5.00

5.0000

Production capacity of electricity produced
from renewable energy i.e. heat, biofuels
and NGV by December 2012 = 9,694.87 ktoe.
(Target in 2012 is 9,518.26 ktoe)

None
10.00

5.0000

10.00

5.0000

Averaged amount of ethanol use in gasohol
E20 and E85 = 211,000 L/day, increasing
by 61.83%

None
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Work Performance Indicators
4

The success level of percentage
weighted average to achieve DEDE’s
action plans/mission

25.00

4.9729

4.1

Energy intensity (ktoe/billion Baht)
in industrial and commercial sector

10.00

5.0000

4.2

Percentage of trainers passing the
energy training standard compared to
the over all participants

5.00

5.0000

4.3

The amount of renewable energy
produced per year (ktoe)

10.00

4.9318

5

Quality
Percentage of customers’ satisfaction

7.00
7.00

4.2120
4.2120

6

Percentage of policy makers’ satisfaction Cancelled by the Public

Results

Energy intensity in industry and commercial
sector from January-September 2012 was
8.52 ktoe/billion Baht.
62 training courses on Persons Responsible for
Energy - ordinary and senior - were conducted
with the total participants of 2,238 of which
2,172 passed the training which was equivalent
to 97.05%
Production capacity of electricity received
from 22 small hydro projects and from solar
PV on 1 October 2011-30 September 2012
totaled 140,059,046 kWh, replacing 32.0512
ktoe or 37.2688 million litres of fuel oil use
in electricity generation
The result assessed by Office of the National
Statistics showed 81.06% from the satisfaction
survey by selecting 2 tasks dealing with the
service rendered to a number of people and
has great impact on them;
1) Dissemination of information on renewable energy and energy conservation
2) Dissemination of information on renewable
energy and energy conservation through web-site

Sector Development
Sub-Commission

Inside Dimension
Efficiency
7 The success level of investment cost
set-up per production unit

26

Weight Score
(%)
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30.00
15.00
3.00

3.5083
3.4507
4.3000

Implemented according to the criteria by
setting up a plan to increase efficiency and
making a report on work accomplishment,
both of which were approved by DirectorGeneral

Work Performance Indicators

Weight Score
(%)

8

The success Level of budget disbursement as planned

2.50

1.2562

9

Percentage of disbursement of
investment budget

1.00

1.0000

10

Percentage of disbursement of
expenditure budget (overall)

1.50

1.0000

11

Level of success of actual production
capacity compared to target of
productivity prescribed in the budget
document

5.00

5.0000

12

The success Level of implementing
energy saving measures in the
government agencies

2.00

4.1100

Results
A plan of first budget disbursement totaling
802.54 million Baht in 2012, plans of adjusting
budget disbursement in 4 quarters in June 2011
totaled 791.78 million Baht and the percentage
of disbursement in 4 quarters compared to
plans of each quarter was 85.64 %
investment expenditure in October 2011September 2012 was disbursed for 287.24
million Baht from the total amount of 433.12
million Baht, making it for 66.32%
The overall expenditure budget in October
2011-September 2012 was disbursed for 665.25
million Baht from the overall expenditure
budget (after transfer) of 855.06 million Baht,
making it for 77.80%
The implementation in 2012 was achieved by
2 outputs as indicated in DEDE’s expenditure
budget document as follows;
Renewable Energy use amounted for
32.5150 ktoe (target = 22.3621 ktoe)
Energy intensity in industrial and
commercial sector gained 0.9031 ktoe
(target = 0.8000 ktoe)
Implemented according to energy saving
measures in October 2011-September 2012
Electricity use equal to 2,098.460 kWh,
compared with the year 2011 which amounted
for 2,121,592 kWh, or 1.09% of energy saving
Fuel Oil use equal to 77,371 Liters,
compared with the year 2011 which
amounted for 91,010 Liters, or 14.99% for
fuel oil saving
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Work Performance Indicators
Organization Development
Level of success of developing
personnel competency

15.00
5.00

3.5659
2.8978

14

Level of success of improving
information technology

5.00

4.8000

15

The level of success of improving
organization culture

5.00

3.0000

97.00

4.3382

13

Total weight/points

28

Weight Score
(%)
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Results
The score received from the first assessment
of personnel competency in 2012 done by
DEDE (April 2011-September 2011) and the
second assessment (April 2012-September
2012) was 78 and 77 respectively
The first and second surveys (1-15 December
2011 and 15-30 November 2012) on satisfaction
of customers using information technology
through the online survey in the Public Sector
Development Commission’s website received
the average gap of 0.8 and 0.4 respectively.
The result of the first and second surveys
(1-15 December 2011 and 15-30 November
2012) on in-house personnel’s satisfaction for
workplace atmosphere through online survey
of Public Sector Development Commission’s
website received the average gap of 0.6
in each survey.

Performance as Prescribed in the
Performance Agreement of DEDE
in the fiscal year 2012

1. Alternative Energy

D

EDE promotes and develops alternative energy to meet renewable energy
share set under the Alternative Energy Development Plan (AEDP) by 25%
of the total energy consumption within 10 years (2012-2021). According
to the plan renewable energy consumption will be increased from 7,413 ktoe in 2012
to 25,000 ktoe in 2021 which is 25% of the total energy consumption. The work
performance in 2012 fiscal year was implemented by technologies as follows;

1.1 Solar Energy
In 2012, electricity generation from solar energy was 376.72 MW, making
it 298.03 MW higher that the previous year. Meanwhile, heat from solar was
generated for 4.00 ktoe which was 1.98 ktoe higher than the previous year. The work
performance in 2012 compared to the AEDP target can be concluded below;

Item
AEDP Target in 2021
Performance at the year end 2012

Electricity

Heat

Total

2,000.00 224.00

100.00

324.00

4.00

46.18

MW

376.72

ktoe

ktoe

42.18

ktoe

Performance = 14.25% of AEDP target
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For the fiscal year 2012, DEDE promoted and developed the use of solar
technologies for electricity and hybrid solar heat as follows;
1.1.1 Development and Promotion of Electricity Generation from Solar
DEDE focused on communities that could not access to electricity.
There were 5 implemented projects;
1) Installation of Solar Power Generation System in Rural Schools
		
Performance: 7 projects were installed with the 5 kW of solar
power generation system each schools located in remote areas without electricity.
		 Aims of this project are to accelerate the quality of teaching
and learning process by introducing clean energy, and to provide those
community schools with sufficient
electricity. Having access to electricity,
schools can be strengthened and
create more efficient learning process.
The project resulted in installing the
systems in 216 community schools
with the total installed capacity of
997.5 kW.
2) Installation of Solar Power Generation Systems to Extend the
Installed Capacity
		
Performance: The solar power generation systems with no less
that 3 kW were installed in 7 locations
		 Aims of this project are strengthen electricity production capacity
to support and increase efficiency of teaching and learning process in community
schools that are far from electricity
use. This is to expand the original
system having no more than 3 kW
installed capacity of solar power
generation system. The systems
were installed in 60 schools with
the total installed capacity of
180 kW.
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3) Installation of Solar Power Generation System for Community
Learning Centers
		
Performance: The solar power generation system was installed
in 8 community learning centers with the installed capacity of 1.5 kW each.
		 Aims of the project are to promote teaching quality, leaning
activities through clean energy concept and to support learning process and
knowledge pursuit in the rural communities. The previous year, solar power
generation systems were established in 184 rural communities with the total
installed capacity of 276 kW.
4) Installation of Solar Power Generation System in the National
Preserved Forest and National Park Areas
Performance: The solar power generation system was installed
in 8 areas, with the installed capacity of 3 kW each, for offices of National Preserved
Forests, a National Parks, Forest Parks, Wildlife Sanctuary, and Non-hunting Area
which are under the supervision of the Department of National Parks, Wildlife and
Plant Conservation, Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment.
		 This project aims to establish the system for generating electricity
from Solar Power serving electric equipments and appliances necessary for offices,
communication devices, building and
officer residences. The project also help
to create morals and encouragement
the staff in these remote working areas
which has lack of electricity. As a result,
the solar power generation system
was installed in 75 locations in the said
areas with the total installed capacity
of 225 kW.
5) Installation of Solar Energy System to Support the Utilization
in Royal Initiative Project Areas
		
Performance: The installation of solar energy system in 10 areas
of the Royal Initiative Projects were achieved.
		 This project serves as an electricity base for supporting activities
in the Royal Initiative Projects. It was installed in 102 areas with the total installed
capacity of 423.69 kW.
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1.1.2 Development and Promotion of Hybrid Solar Hot Water System
1) Promotion of Installing Hybrid Solar Hot Water System
		
Performance: In 2012, installed areas of 8,166.99 m2 were promoted
through the system in 19 workplaces with the investment cost of 122.30 million Baht,
resulting in economic saving of 33 million Baht/year or equivalent to oil replacement
of 1.033 ktoe/year. The CO2 reduction was 2,602.36 tons/year.
		 The project aims at stimulating an investment of solar hot water
system nationwide. The support from the government was about 30% of the total
investment cost, resulting in more incentives to those interested entrepreneurs.
During 2008-2012 the promotion of this
project provided 33,847.76 m2 of solar hot
water panels for 134 workplaces with the
total investment cost of 543 million Baht,
resulting in economic saving of 162 million
Baht/year or equivalent to oil replacement
of 4.284 ktoe/year. The CO2 reduction was
10,785 tons/year.
2) Promotion of Solar Hot Water System in Government Buildings
		 Performance: In 2012, DEDE supported this project with 3,435 m2
of solar thermal collectors for 40 government buildings with the total amount
of 79.99 million Baht. This resulted in economic saving of 15.30 million Baht/year
or equivalent to oil replacement of 0.435 ktoe/year. The CO2 reduction was
1,094 tons/year.
		 The project aims at supporting the design and installation of
solar water heating system to government agencies or state enterprises or NGO.
The system can help them to save fuel costs.
3) Support of Installing Solar Drying System
Performance: In 2012, DEDE supported the installation of solar
drying system covering 3,940 m2 in 27 workplaces with the total investment
cost of 28.80 million Baht. The benefit received 4.7 million Baht/year or equivalent
to oil replacement of 260 toe/year. CO2 reduction was 650 tons/year.
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		 The project aims to stimulate the use of this system in order to
reduce fuel using in drying process and
make value added to products. In 20112012, the government gave some support
to 41 entrepreneurs to invest in installing
the system covering 6,018 m2 with the
total investment cost of 43.80 million Baht.
The benefit received 10 million Baht/year
or equivalent to oil replacement of 390
toe/year. CO2 reduction was 975 tons/year.
4) Pilot Project of Green House Solar Drying System
		 Performance: 15 Green House Solar Drying System were installed
with the total areas of 1,639 m2
		 This project is implemented to be a pilot project to promote the
use of green house solar drying system in communities as deem appropriate.
It is also to develop and improve the system’s capability. The survey on technical
problems arising on its operation was conducted for further analysis, recommendation, study and develop air ventilation and humid transfer.

1.2 Wind
In 2012, wind generated electricity at the amount of 111.73 MW (12.51 ktoe)
increased by 104.45 MW from the previous year. The result implemented by
the end of 2012 compared to AEDP target is summarized in the following table;

Item
AEDP target in 2021
Performance at the year end 2012

MW
1,200.00

Electricity

111.73

ktoe
134.00
12.51

Performance = 9.34% of AEDP target.
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For the fiscal year 2012, DEDE promoted and supported wind energy
through the following projects and activities;
1.2.1 Micro Scale Wind Map for Wind Development In Thailand
Performance: DEDE made a micro scale wind map with the
resolution of 200 x 200 m in 5 good wind speed zones to help promote the
establishment of wind turbine for power generation, to be named as follows;
Nacham-Hinhao Sub-district, Lomkao District, Phetchabun Province
Ban Pao-Nong Pon-Ngam Sub-district, Kaset-somboon District,
Chaiyaphum Province
Klongyai-Pong Nam Ron Sub-district, Pong Nam Ron District,
Chanthaburi Province
Pian-Bannod Sub-district, Saba Yoi District, Songkhla Province
Ban Lamnao-Bangchan Sub-district, Bangchan District, Nakhon
Si Thammarat Province
1.2.2 Improvement and Maintenance of Wind Measurement Stations
Performance: The project is to ensure that equipment installed
in wind measurement stations can be used efficiently and without any loss of
data and damage.
The project made improvement and maintenance of 15 wind
measurement stations with 90 metre high turbine poles that widely spread all
over the country. The improvement could protect the system of thunderclap
that always caused damage to the data measurement equipment making it
unable to use effectively. The 15 stations are listed below;

Ban Kong Niem Station, Kao Koh Sub-district, Kao Koh District,
Phetchabun Province
Ban Yang Kam Station, Tha Mafai Wan Sub-dustrict, Kang Kroh
District, Chaiyaphum Province
Look Pra Dabos Project , Bang Pla Sub-district, Bang Plee District,
Samut Prakan Province
Ban Lom Tuan Station, Ban Prok Sub-district, Muang District,
Samut Songkhram Province
Ban Fai Tah, Tung Sai Sub-district, Si Chol District, Nakhon
Si Thammarat Province
Klong Kanan Temple, Klong Kanan Sub-district, Nua Klong District,
Krabi Province
Doi Tao, Thung Kracho Sub-district, Ban Tak District, Tak Province
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Province

Ban Prua Reservoir, Prua Sub-district, Prasart District, Surin Province
Ban Tor Kae, Ban Fang Sub-district, Sa Krai District, Nong Khai Province
Pu Pan Development Learning Center, Pu Pan District, Sakon Nakhon

Mahasarakham Technical Service Center, Ta Sonkon Sub-distrcit,
Muang District, Mahasarakham Province
Ban Yan Sawai, Tab Krid Tai Sub-district, Chumsang District,
Nakhon Sawan Province
Tung Kuan Kone, Chum Pol Sub-district, Sri Nakarin District,
Phatthalung Province
Krungching SAO, Krungching Sub-dsitrict, Nobpitam District,
Nakhon Si Thammarat Province
Thanarat Camp, Kao Noi Sub-district, Pran Buri District Prachuap
Khiri Khan Province
1.2.3 Support for the Hybrid Power Generation System (Solar and Wind)
as a Model Project on Clean Energy Island (Paluai Island)
Performance: Installation of 80 hybrid power generation system
(solar and wind) was accomplished.
It is a model project to strengthen electricity supply in remote areas
where grid cannot be connected. The project was implemented in Paluai Island,
Samui District Surat Thani Province by installing hybrid power generation systems
with the installed capacity at 500 W each from wind and at 300 W each from solar.
As a result power generation can be more stable both in day time and night time.

1.3 Hydropower
In 2012, hydropower could generate electricity at 96.03 MW which was
increased from the previous year by 0.33 MW. The implementation in 2012
compared to the AEDP target is as follows;

Item

MW

Electricity

ktoe

AEDP Target in 2021

1,608.00

756.00

Performance in 2012

96.03

25.09

Performance = 3.32% of the AEDP target
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In 2012, DEDE promoted and supported hydro power projects as follows;
1.3.1 Small Hydro Power Project
Performance: For the fiscal year 2012, electricity generation from
22 small hydro projects received 140.060 million kWh or 31.0288 ktoe.
This project is to strengthen energy security by generating electricity
selling to EGAT and PEA while providing water for consumption and agricultural
purposes all year round. It also provides additional occupation for people to earn
more income. Currently, there have been 22 completed small hydro projects
which could produce electricity at the installed capacity of 43,318 kW. There are
5 more projects being in progress as follows;
Klong Tung Phen Project with the installed capacity of 9,800 kW 95.23% in progress
Upper Nan River Project with the installed capacity of 8,200 kW 96.68% in progress
Mae Kah Nai Project with the Installed capacity of 890 kW – 53.36%
in progress
Huai Mae U-su Project with the Installed capacity of 730 kW – 22.19%
in progress
Projects on extening installed capacity of small hydro power such
as Mae Sa-nga Project with the installed capacity of 5,300 kW - 95.47% in progress,
and Huai Pratao Project with the installed capacity of 320 kW – 15.00% in progress
In addition, some projects are under feasibility study and detail design,
3 of which are –Klong La Oon Project, La Oon District, Ranong Province; Mae Luang
Project, Om Koi District, Chiang Mai Province; and small and pico hydro projects in
National Parks (Northern part and Kao Yai National Park).
1.3.2 Hydro Power Project at the Village Level
Performance: In 2012,
electricity generated from 53 hydro
power projects received 1.727 million
kWh or 0.3827 ktoe.
The project is very small
with installed capacity lower than 200
kW and located far from the grid
system distribution. It is operated by
villagers through cooperatives and
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community groups enabling them to be self-reliance and participative in labor
affiliation and resources sharing. Technical support of the project is rendered by
DEDE after the completion of the project installation. Meanwhile, villagers run the
project by themselves. In 2012, there were 53 completed projects with the installed
capacity of 1,840 kW. Other 4 projects have been under construction which are;
Ban Huai Pong Project, Mae Ramat District, Tak Province, with the
installed capacity of 25 kW- 90% in progress
Khun Tai Project with the installed capacity of 50 kW – 86.08% in
progress
Khun Pang with the installed capacity of 35 kW – 83.98% in progress
Ban A Bor Toh with the installed capacity of 30 kW - 87.20% in progress
1.3.3 Community Hydro Power Project
Performance: The
community hydro power project
is based on potential areas
where local water resources are
to be utilized efficiently and in
line with sufficient economy.
On this basis, communities would
be strong enough and can prepare
themself for energy management. They have to coordinate with other agencies
concerned and find suitable locations to install the project. DEDE will then provide
them with technical assistance. For the fiscal year 2012, 5 projects were
constructed with the total installed capacity of 530 kW. There are 7 projects being
under construction namely;
Ban Nong Rieng Project, Banna Sub-district, Srinakarin District,
Phatthalung Province, with the installed capacity of 30 kW - 90% in progress
Ban Tap Nakorn Project, Pattavi Sub-district, Makham District,
Chanthaburi Province, with the installed Capacity of 300 kW - completed
Kiriwong Project, Kamlon Sub-district, Lan Saka District, Nakhon
Si Thammarat Province, with the installed capacity of 110 kW - 95% in progress
Mae Wan Project, Tep Saded Sub-Districit, Doi Saket District,
Chiang Mai Province, with the installed capacity of 110 kW – 80% in progress
Nam Guem 2 Project, Mae Jedi Kao Sub-district, Wieng Papao District,
Chiang Rai Province, with the installed capacity of 40 kW - 90% in progress
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Wang Lung Project, Ton Hong Sub-district, Prom Kiri District, Nakhon
Si Thammarat Province with the installed capacity of 133 kW - 93% in progress
Lum Kanun Project, Na Chumhet Sub-district, Yantakao District,
Trang Province, with the installed Capacity of 88 kW - completed
1.3.4 Sustainable Village-Based Hydropower Development Project
Performance: The project had the total installed capacity of 1,967 kW.
This project is to rehabilitate the off-grid projects at the village level
to utilize hydro power at the maximum capacity and, later, to transfer all project
equipment and related utilities to local administrative organizations so as for them
to manage the projects together with villagers in such a way that electricity would
be sold to PEA in accordance with Very Small Power Producer regulations. In the
fiscal year 2012, 7 projects were completed with the installed capacity of 552 kW
while 10 projects have been under construction, which are;
Kid Chang Project, Kid Chang Sub-district, Mae Tang District,
Chiang Mai Province, with the installed capacity of 45 kW - 90% in progress
Mon Ngoe Project, Mon Ngoe Sub-district, Mae Tang District,
Chiang Mai Province, with the installed capacity of 45 kw - 90% in progress
Muang Kong 1, Muang Kong Sub-district, Chiang Dao District,
Chiang Mai Province, with the installed capacity of 110 kW – 90% in progress
Pa Mon Project, Khun Klang Sub-district, Chom Thong District,
Chiang Mai Province, with the installed capacity of 180 kW – 90% in progress
Mae Na Chorn Project, Mae Na Chorn Sub-district, Mae Chaem
District, Chiang Mai Province with the installed capacity of 110 kW – 90% in progress
Muang Kong 2, Muang Kong Sub-district, Chiang Dao District,
Chiang Mai Province, with the installed capacity of 220 kW – 90% in progress
Khun Mae Maeh Project, Mae Na Sub-district, Chiang Dao District,
Chiang Mai Province, with the installed capacity of 320 kW – 90% in progress
Nam Mae Jum Project, Yang Moen Sub-district, Samoeng District,
Chiang Mai Province, with the installed capacity of 110 kW – 90% in progress
Ban Pok Project, Huai Kaew Sub-district, Doi Saket District,
Chiang Mai Province, with the installed capacity of 200 kW – 90% in progress
Huai Mae Sai Project, Mae Na Sub-district, Chiang Dao District,
Chiang Mai Province, with the installed capacity of 75 kW – 90% in progress
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1.4 Waste-to-Energy  
In 2012, electricity generated from waste-to-energy amounted at 42.72 MW
which was 17.24 MW increased from the previous year. For waste production to heat,
the amount of the total capacity was 78.00 ktoe, 76.29 ktoe increased from the previous
year. The implementation in 2012 when compared to AEDP target is as follows;

Item

Electricity

Heat

Total

AEDP Target in 2021

MW
160.00

ktoe
72.00

ktoe
35.00

ktoe
107.00

Performance in 2012

42.72

19.13

78.00

97.13

Performance = 90.78% of the AEDP target.
For the year 2012, DEDE promoted and supported the use of waste-to-energy
through the following projects;
1.4.1 Promotion of Biogas Production from Fresh Market Waste
Performance: The projects extended installation of biogas production
system from waste in 2 fresh markets.
DEDE conducted the feasibility study on energy production from fresh
markets waste that contains a lot of organic by developing a prototype of biogas
production from waste of fresh markets in Bangkok – one is at the Market Organization
for Farmers. The system is a double production process comprising acid and biogas
fermenters that can get easy digested organic waste at the amount of 2 tons/day
with the biogas production capacity of 100 cubic meters/day.
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The project was extended to support the increase of biogas from
fresh market waste by selecting 2 more markets that had potential, readiness and
appropriateness - one was Thanom Mitr Fresh Market, Bangkhen District, Bangkok,
and the other was Municipal Fresh Market, Chaiyaphum District, Chaiyaphum
Province. As the objectives of this project, biogas production from organic waste
from fresh market was supported for replacement use of cooking LPG and for
other benefits such as cost reduction of waste storage, disposal, decreasing of
landfill, green house gas mitigation which is the major cause of global warming.
1.4.2 Analysis on Pathways to Increase Efficiency of Biogas Production
from Community Waste in Local Administration Organizations
Performance: Guidelines on increasing efficiency of production
system of biogas from community waste installed by DEDE were made for 10 Local
Administration Organizations.
The field surveys in 10 Local Administration Organizations were
conducted to analyze application data, evaluation of system application, environmental
impact assessment, economic and financial analysis based on actual performance
as well as problems of the systems. All data were evaluated to set guidelines to
accelerate efficient use of the system i.e. the process of easy feeding organic waste
to a shredders machine, installation of compressor control tank for extending PVC
life, installation of sludge disposal system etc. As a result, the existing production
systems of biogas from community waste can be operated continuously and
sustainably in hygienic condition which would finally help reduce global warming.
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1.5 Biomass
In 2012, electricity generated from biomass was 1,959.95 MW, increased
by 169.95 MW from the previous year. Meanwhile, biomass could generate
4,346.00 ktoe of heat, increased by 78.00 ktoe from the previous year. The
implementation resulted in 2012 as compared to AEDP target is as follows;

Item

Electricity Generation Heat Generation Total
MW

ktoe

ktoe

ktoe

AEDP target in 2021

3,630.00 1,896.00

8,200.00 10,096.00

Performance in 2012

1,956.85

4,346.00

877.79

5,223.79

Performance = 51.74% of the AEDP target.
DEDE promoted and supported biomass use in the fiscal year 2012 through
the following projects and activities;
1.5.1 Study on Promoting Community-based Biomass Power Plants
Performance: With the concept to develop community-based biomass
power plants, 4 community sites were selected as project prototypes.
This project is designed for community participation by either
self-owned management through
cooperatives or being given
rights by communities or local
administration organization to
operate or any other investments
effecting the projects. Communities
can participate in - 1) investment
(electricity business and material
supply (community biomass)
business to feed the power plants,
and 2) power plant management
which the government should
also give an opportunity for
project developers to be taken
part.
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The selected 4 sites of the prototype projects are;
Northern region at Song District, Phrae Province, with generated
capacity of 990 kW, using corn cob as raw material added with wood chip through
Micro Steam Turbine Technology
Northeastern region at Man Cha Kiri District, Khon kaen Province,
with generate capacity of 500-600 kW, using cassava stalk as raw material added
with rice straw through gasification technology
Central region at Bang Ra Kam District, Phitsanulok Province,
with generated capacity of 800-1,000 kW, using rice straw as raw material through
gasification technology
Eastern region at Soi Dao District, Chanthaburi Province, with generated
capacity of 800-1,000 kW, using cassava stalk and corn cob as raw materials
1.5.2 Development of Biomass Potential Database in Thailand
Performance: Biomass potential database system was developed with
geographical information system (GIS).
This project is to study biomass potential database to get the amount
of biomass in different places for use in both energy and agricultural production.
In this project GIS was applied for ensuring accurate and reliable data. It will support
operators and government sectors to study, collect and make an area-base
survey of biomass data from agricultural database back in 5 years in 3 regions
comprising – 20 provinces of northeastern region, 17 provinces in northern region
and 14 provinces in southern region. Further information can be found in the
website: www.dede.go.th (BIOMASS).
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1.6 Biogas   
In 2012, biogas generated electricity totaling 193.40 MW, increased by 34.23
MW from the previous year. Heat generated from biogas accounted for 458.00 ktoe,
increased by 54.72 ktoe from the previous year. The performance in 2012 compared
to AEDP target is summarized as follows;

Item

Electricity Generation Heat Generation Tatal
MW

ktoe

ktoe

ktoe

AEDP target in 2021

600.00

270.00

1,000.00

1,270.00

Performance in 2012

193.40

86.62

458.00

544.62

Performance = 42.88 % of the AEDP target.
For the fiscal year 2012, DEDE promoted and supported the use of biogas
through important projects and activities as follows;
1.6.1 Knowledge Dissemination on How to Use and Produce Biogas Safely
Performance: Workshops were conducted for personnel who look
after the risk assessment of biogas production system in order for them to make
preparedness for relieving and withholding accidents.
This Project Purpose to publish a manual on risk assessment of danger
from biogas production system and a manual on accident allaying from biogas
production system. Besides, the use of a mathematical model with ALOHA program
to reveal the severe occurrence of the system was added in the workshop curriculum.
As a result, the trained personnel will help operator relief from anxiety of the system.
1.6.2 Promotion and Support of Biogas Production by Co-digestion
in Zoological Park
Performance: Co-digested biogas production was implemented in
4 potential zoological parks.
DEDE, in cooperation with Zoological Park Organization under the
Royal Patronage of His Majesty the King, promoted and supported co-digested
biomass production in 4 zoological parks comprising – Chiang Mai Zoological Park,
Kao Kiew Open Zoological Park, Nakhon Ratchasima Zoological Park and Songkhla
Zoological Park. This is in accordance with the Memorandum of Understanding of
both agencies and also in line with the AEDP Plan to increase renewable energy
share by 25% in 2021.
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1.6.3 Promotion of Biogas Production from Biomass/Co-digestion/
Energy Crops in Self-help development organization
Performance: DEDE promoted and supported the project of biogas
production from biomass/co-digestion/energy crops in self-help development
organizations by encouraging the participation of people sector.
DEDE signed a memorandum of understanding with the Department
of Social Development and Welfare to promote and support the Huai Luang Self-help
Development Organization, Kud Chab District, Udon Thani Province. This project
aims to increase raw material potential from energy crop for biogas production to
Compressed Biogas (CBG) to be used in vehicles. People also took part in the project.
1.6.4 Development of Biogas from Pig Farm for Transportation Use
Performance: DEDE supported the study and demonstration on
improving biogas quality for being used as
alternative fuels to vehicles.
DEDE provided fund for Energy
Research Center, Mae Jo University to research
and demonstrate on biogas quality improvement
for alternative fuel use in vehicles. The project
opened the participation from interested
private sectors to invest in CBG. As such, Mongkol
and Sun Farm Co. Ltd. Situated in Mae Tang
District, Chiang Mai Province, joined the project,
where the system was installed with the
capacity of 3 tons/day.

1.7 Biofuel
In 2012, the use of biofuel was promoted resulting in 1.44 million litres of
consumption per day which was 0.24 million litres more than the previous year.
For the use of biodiesel it reached at the amount of 2.70 million litres/day which
was 0.40 million litres more than the previous year. The performance in 2012
compared to the AEDP target can be concluded as follows;
Total
Ethanol
Biodiesel

Item

Million liters
/Day

liters
ktoe Million
/Day

ktoe

AEDP target in 2021

9.00 2,447.00

5.97 1,878.00 4,325.00

Performance in 2012

1.44

2.70

391.57

Performance = 28.70% of AEDP target.
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849.50 1,241.07

In the fiscal year 2012, the following biofuel projects were promoted and
supported;
1.7.1 Investment Cost Reduction for Commercial Ethanol Production
Factories
Performance: DEDE assessed and set the plan of investment cost
reduction in 3 commercial ethanol factories. A follow up on improving the
productions system according to a short term plan was conducted and found that
economic saving of each factory was 0.8-1.7 million Baht/year.
For this project, there were selected 3 companies, namely – P.S.C.
Star Products PLC., Sap Thip Co. Ltd., and Ekarat Development Co. Ltd.
They were provided with experts to formulate short and long terms of investment
cost reduction. Companies took responsibility for all expense arising from the
improvement process. Later on, when the companies prove to be economic saving,
they will be the successful case studies being distributed and disseminated to
others who expect the same improvement to be worthwhile and applicable.
1.7.2 Investment Cost Reduction for Commercial Biodiesel Production
Factories
Performance: DEDE assessed and set the plan for the investment cost
reduction in 3 commercial biodiesel factories. The 3 factories made the production
system improved and got value added from production waste. As a result,
a reduction of investment cost in each company was 0.9-2.2 million Baht/year.
At present, with the more competition of biodiesel business and the
emergence of ASEAN Economic Community in 2015 effecting in free mobility
of skilled workforce and finance, strengthening capacity of biodiesel industry is
therefore a crucial point. For that, DEDE provided technical support for 3 companies,
namely – 1) Thai Olio Chemical Co. Ltd., 2) Bangchak Biofuel Co., Ltd., and 3)
CPF (Thailand) PLC. The biodiesel production was analyzed and studied aiming
to improve efficiency and obtain more use of production waste i.e. recycling
production waste to raw materials, creating value added of production waste
to new products etc. After completion of the improvement process, they were
taken as the best practices to all interested.
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1.8 Energy and Green House Gas Management Projects
In 2012, promotion and support on energy and green house gas activities
were undertaken as highlighted below:
1.8.1 Study on Activity Data and Emission Factor from Fuels Use in
Energy Production in Thailand
Performance: The result reveals the analysis of approaches,
process, and methods of activity data and emission factor from 4 main fuels - coal,
fuel oil, diesel and natural gas, used for electricity generation in Thailand (EGAT
and IPPs).
The result of the study helps emission factor be calculated more
accurately and provides in-depth details of green house gas emission in each
technology which will be a beneficial source of information for efficiently drawing
policy and measures to tackle with mitigation in the energy sector, particularly
on measurement, reporting and verification, MRV that are brought for use in
undertaking the Nationally Appropriate Mitigation Actions – NAMAs for future
energy sector in Thailand.
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1.8.2 Study and Assessment of Green House Gas Mitigation Potential
in Energy Sector
Performance: The report of mitigation potential study in the energy
found that industry and transport are the 2 economic sectors that have had the
green house gas mitigation potential.
The study of the mitigation potential in energy sector by assessing
technology potential, economic, social and environmental dimensions including
measurement and supportive measures was evaluated through the method
of multi-cirteria analysis. It revealed that the potential in increasing efficiency in
industrial technology was possible for 6 groups which are – boiler, furnace/kiln,
chiller, air compressor pump and motor. On the other hand, mitigation pathways
in transport sector was classified mainly in 3 ways which are – vehicle changing
model, fuel switching and mass transit system.
1.8.3 Promotion of Accelerating Potential and Readiness for Designated
Operation Entity of CDM Projects in Thailand
Performance: Designated Operation Energy Entity (DOE) of CDM
Project in Thailand was established.
The DOE in Thailand will play a leading role for human resource
development to assess the CDM project according to the international standards.
Therefore, DEDE initiated this project by supporting the budget to Management System
Certification Institute (Thailand) or as called MASCI to develop DOE through several
activities such as human resource preparation, internal working system and quality
management that are in line with CDM EB. Management System Certification
Institute (Thailand) is an organization that has been certified as DOE by Executive on
11 May, 2012.
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1.8.4 Promotion and Potential Acceleration for Clean Energy Model
Project Development at Paluai Island
Performance: The promotion of community participation in Paluai
Island has been implemented by encouraging the potential of community to
manage their own resources and personnel in remote areas to become the green
island model project in Thailand.
Paluai Island was chosen to promote the community participation
to be developed for a better quality of life, making the atmosphere appropriate
for community learning on how to build the green island model project.
The encouragement of other related potentials of Paluai was activated such as
providing knowledge and understanding on energy consumption and production,
environmental conservation, occupation creation, local management for sustainable
development. One of the activity that help foster community participation is the
village bank which received well participation from community where more then
50% of households have become members, and 3 woman’s group were
created to work on producing curry spices, Thai desert name “kanom dok chok,
dried sea food, banana glaze etc. Other activities were also undertaken such as the
establishment of youth leaders to help create the leadership and promote the role
of participation in communities’ programs as well as implanting volunteerism
methodology and team work.

Training given to Paluai Island representativies

Products of Occupation Group in the Project
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2. Energy Conservation
In 2012, with the 20 Year Energy Efficiency Development Plan (EEDP) having
the target to reduce energy intensity by 25% in 2030 compared to the base year
in 2005, and to decrease final energy consumption by 20% in 2030 or equivalent
to 38,200 ktoe, several agencies have actively cooperated to meet with the target.
DEDE is one among other that implemented several energy conservation projects
which are concluded in the table below;

Item

Results
till 2012 (ktoe)

1) Standard and law enforcement
Implementation as Prescribed in the Act
2) Promotion and support of energy conservation
Production and utilization of high efficient through labeling
Soft loans
Promotion and development of ESCO
Tax incentives
Energy conservation promotion
Material and equipment promotion for energy conservation
Total

294.89
294.89
252.95
117.54
17.25
56.22
6.75
18.77
36.41
547.84

In the fiscal year 2012, DEDE regulated, promoted and supported energy
conservation programs and projects as follows;

2.1 Supervision of Designated Factories According to the Energy
Conservation Promotion Act B.E. 2535 (1992) and Additional Amendment
B.E. 2550 (2007)

Performance: There were 3,109 designated factories or about
80.00% complied with the law by appointing Persons Responsible for Energy (PRES).
About 3,018 (88.46%) designated factories
submitted their energy management report.
DEDE supervised designated
factories to be in line with the Energy
Conservation Promotion Act B.E. 2535 (1992)
and its Additional Amendment B.E. 2550 (2007).
In this regard, the accredited consultant (AC)
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was provided to support, supervise and assist designated factories to accurately
perform according to the law. The meeting was organized to introduce procedures
and guidelines of laws implementation with a total number of 3,889 participants
from 2,526 workplaces. The appointment of PRES and Senior PRES was examined
in 609 and 326 workplaces respectively. The result showed the amount of energy
saving at 260.88 ktoe/year.

2.2 Inspection of Designated Commercial Buildings According
to the Energy Conservation Promotion Act B.E. 2535 (1992) and Additional
Amendment B.E. 2550 (2007)

Performance: About 1,138 (92%) designated commercial buildings
appointed PRES as stipulated by law and 1,045 (87%) of them sent their energy
management report.
DEDE supervised the designated private buildings to be in line with
the Energy Conservation Promotion Act B.E. 2535 (1992) and Additional
Amendment B.E. 2550 (2007) with the assistance of Accredited Consultant (ACS)
who helped monitor, supervise and recommend how to accurately and completely
implement according to the law. As a result, the working condition in the 240
designated commercial buildings was inspected. In addition, the inspection of
appointment of 324 PRES in 240 workplaces, and 124 Senior PRES in 90 workplaces
was undertaken together with the examination of energy management report in
1,022 workplaces which accounted for 628.62 ktoe/year of energy consumption
and 22.01 ktoe/year of energy saving.

2.3 Promotion and Supervision of Designated Government Buildings

Performance: PRES in 793 (95%) designated government building were
appointed and energy management report was submitted from 776 places (95%).
The project is for the promotion and support of designated governments
to take action in energy management as specified by law and to develop human
resources to gain more knowledge and awareness on conservation. The activities
such as seminars were
held 4 times aiming to
inform and acknowledge
to concerned stakeholders.
There were 607 buildings
and 1,050 personnel
joined the seminar.
Moreover, advisory
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services were provided with ideas suggestion, problems solving and persuasion
for 826 buildings to act according to the law. Another implemented activity
was data survey and collection on energy efficient system/equipment in
designated government buildings. For the overall result of the promotion and
supervision gathered from the energy management report, the energy saving was
12.00 ktoe/year.

2.4 Promotion and Supervision of Building Energy Code in Retrofitted
Buildings

Performance: The training
course on building inspection for energy
conservation was organized for 500 trainers.
The pilot work for inspection of building
was implemented for 150 interested
building owners. Besides, about 82
Government buildings were inspected.
According to the Ministerial
Regulation, buildings are classified by size, while designated retrofitted buildings
with the same floor area starting from 2,000 m2 have to design for energy conservation.
Types of designated buildings are hospital, education, offices, public centers, cinema
hall, hotels, entertainment complex, department stores, shopping malls. These types
of buildings have to comply with the 6 Systems of energy building code set by law.
In order to facilitate the implementation of energy building code, the 2E-building
center was established to coordinate such kind of activities as organizing meetings
to inform methods of designated building designs, provide training on designated
building inspection, inspect designated buildings, promote and disseminate more
energy conservation design and educate on building energy code.

2.5 Inspection and Licensing of Controlled Energy Production

Performance: For the year
2012, DEDE inspected and issued 251 licenses
for controlled energy production and
provided Energy Regulatory Commission
(ERC) with 110 recommendations for issuing
controlled energy production certificates.
The inspection and licensing
are for the companies that installed
power generators for sparing during
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emergency case with the total capacity from 200 kVA onward. Main criteria of
certificate issuances are environmental, social, and economic impact, danger
occurring during the operation or expansion of the project as well as technical use
of raw and natural materials. For the recommendations given to ERC for certificate
issuance, it was focused on the case of energy operators having the total electric
installed capacity from 1,000 kVA onward with the objectives to sell or use for their
own business.

2.6 Ministerial Regulations on Equipments and Machineries
only for Energy Efficiency and MEPS

Performance: Ministerial regulations on High Energy Performance
Standard (HEPS) for 8 types of equipments/machineries and materials and
Minimum Energy Performance Standard (MEPS) of 9 products of equipment/
machineries and materials was announced.
The 8 HEPS products announced under ministerial regulations are
electric pot, glass, air conditioning cooling tower, electric heater, air-conditioner,
refrigerator, electric table fan, electric ceiling fan and electric stand fan and rice cooker.
Other implementation was the study of drafting ministerial regulations of 41 products.
Meanwhile, MEPS products that were announced by the ministerial regulations of
9 products came up with such categories as double-capped fluorescence lamp,
single-capped fluorescence lamp, self-ballast compact fluorescence lamp, 3 phase
motor, LPG cooking stove, air-conditioner, refrigerator, fiberglass, one-stoke diesel
engine. Last but not least MEPS drafting of 38 products were completed.

2.7 Promotion of high efficient equipments
and materials for energy conservation (labeling)

Performance: In the fiscal year 2012, DEDE
set the target to increase the labeling promotion in high
efficient equipment from 4 to 7 products. As a result of
this implementation, not less than 4.5 million labels of
7 products have been expected with the saving amount
of not less than 75 ktoe/year or 2,527.40
million Baht/year.
In implementing this project,
DEDE invited entrepreneurs to send their
products for testing energy efficiency ratio.
After passing the high energy efficiency criteria
set by DEDE, the products will get the high
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energy efficiency label put on. The measure has been continuously promoted by
DEDE since 2007 and can upgrade the domestic product standard leading to the
people options to use qualitative and energy-saving goods. In 2012, energy efficient
label was given to households gas cooking stove, energy-saving glass, fiber glass,
variable speed drive (VSD), 3-phase induction motor, one-stoke diesel engine,
heating ventilation and air conditioning, and one stoke diesel engine with water
heating ventilation.

2.8 Promotion of high efficient equipment and materials for energy
conservation

Performance: In the fiscal year 2012, about 313 measures were
financially supported at the amount of 166.50 million Baht, resulting in energy
saving of 447.94 million Baht/year. The investment cost from private operators
amounted for 1,177.86 million Baht with 2.62 years pay back period.
DEDE undertook the project to concretely expand energy conservation
at its most efficiency with appropriate technology in each target group. For this project,
the financial investment support given by the government was 20% with the
maximum of not more than 3 million Baht and the minimum of 50,000 Baht/case
and the pay back period of not more than 7 years. An installation of equipment
and its actual operation was inspected to ensure the energy saving result.
During 2010-2012, the financial support was given to 629 measures
with the total amount of 294.00 million Baht resulting
in the economic saving of 802.94 million Baht/year.
The private operators invested 2,065.36 million Baht with
approximate 2.57 years pay back period. The supportive
measures undertaken include, among other, change of
high efficient chiller, high efficient Motor, water treatment
with ozone, variable speed drives for pumping / fan /
air handling unit/air compressor, replacement of
fluorescent from T8 to T5 and use of LED etc.

2.9 Promotion of Investment of Renewable Energy and Energy
Conservation (ESCO Fund)

Performance: The second phase (2010-2012 fiscal year) of the project
supported 68 projects for investors with the amount of 468.56 million Baht of
co-investment and promotion budget. The promotion resulted in the total
investment value of 2,093.09 million Baht with the energy saving of 626.34 million
Baht/year or 24.62 ktoe/year and 0.16 million ton carbon/year of CO2 reduction.
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As the result indicated, the investment of renewable energy and
energy conservation that have technical potential but lack of finance can be
accelerated. The operators and investors will then get the benefit from carbon
credit provided that the 10-50% of the total investment must not exceed 50 million
Baht and that risk and return will be based on appropriateness. Fund managers
have been established for ESCO Fund management which are: Energy for
Environment Foundation and Energy Conservation Foundation of Thailand.
For the result of the first 2 phases (2008-2012), there were 101 projects
promoted by ESCO Fund with the total joint investment and promotion of
784.81 million Baht resulting in total value of investment of 2,093 million Baht
with energy saving amount of 1,153.71 million Baht/year or equivalent to 39.75
ktoe/year and CO2 reduction by 0.26 million ton carbon/year.

2.10 Promotion of Investment of Energy Conservation through ESCO

Performance: DEDE continues to promote and disseminate energy
conservation through the effective concept of ESCO. In 2012, many promoting
activities were implemented such as 1 event for Thailand ESCO Fair 2011 in Bangkok,
5 events for ESCO Business Matching in both Bangkok and the regions, continued
improvement of ESCO Information Center, 4 times training for target groups such
as ESCO; financial institutions; and private operators, 2 times study visit to successful
project sites etc. The investment projects by ESCO were 127 with the total investment
value of 2,080 million Baht and 616 million Baht on energy saving.
The project results in creating trust to operators making them decided
to prefer ESCO for their energy investment in both industrial and business sectors.
As the project implementation, DEDE organized tremendous activities for interested
stakeholders related to energy conservation to directly meet and discuss among
each other as well as to be the data base center and networking for ESCO.
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2.11 Incentives on Tax Exemption from the Revenue Department

Performance: A benchmark on specification of materials, equipments
or machineries for energy saving was set for 22 equipments totaling 374 brands,
and 7,949 models. A manual for officials of
the Revenue Department was made.
Under this measure, personal
and corporate income tax are exempted from
the expense paid for any properties such as
materials, equipments or machineries having
resulted in energy saving by 25% of such
expense, provided that they have to be
certified by DEDE as the energy efficient
materials, equipments and machineries.

2.12 Promotion of Energy Efficiency in the Production Process
of Designated Factories

Performance: In 2012, DEDE promoted production process in 40
designated factories to increase energy efficiency of the product from paper,
wood and furniture. The implementation resulted in 33.74 million kWh/year
of electric saving and 182.04 million MJ/year of heat saving, with the total
investment of 92.71 million Baht/year or equivalent to 9.44 ktoe/year.
The implementation of this project put an emphasis on energy
improvement process in the production line and major change of equipment/machineries
or increasing efficiency through the creation of better knowledge and understanding
on skills of energy management, technologies, energy conservation technique - both
in theory and practical - for energy conservation team, including providing
consultation service on energy conservation measures for the industrial team to
solve the problem arising in the factories and evaluate the result of the projects.
The performance until 2012 resulted in the energy efficiency promotion
of 206 designated factories with the electric saving at 150.21 million kWh/year
and heat saving at 396.05 million MJ/year. The total amount of saving was 631.81
million Baht/year or equivalent to 26.55 ktoe/year.

2.13 Energy Conservation in Small and Medium Industries/Factories
and Commercial Buildings
Performance: There were 283 small and medium factories and commercial
buildings joining the project and their 1,388 officers gained knowledge and skills in
implementing energy conservation. The project resulted in 4.41 ktoe/year energy
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saving, and in 142.32 million Baht/year economic saving. The operators investment
totaled 148.01 million Baht.
This project aims at promoting improvement process of small and
medium factories and commercial buildings to get efficient use and energy saving
from the equipment/machineries, materials and high efficient equipment. The benefit
included the well-set documentation of real successful case of energy conservation
measure implemented in factories which could be disseminated for the future
extended project.

2.14 Improvement Process of Air-conditioning System in Industries/
Factories and Commercial Buildings

Performance: The results of this projects was the participation of
21 industries/factories and commercial buildings with the knowledge on energy
conservation technique for air-condition system gained by 63 officers. The amount
of energy and economic saving was 1.45 ktoe/year with economic saving of 54.16
million Baht/year and the total entrepreneur’s investment of 74.94 million Baht.
With the support of the project, energy use in the air-conditioning
system in designated factories/buildings could be created efficiently. Moreover,
knowledge and understanding relating to energy conservation technique,
theoretically and practically, were provided for personnel of the designated
factories/buildings participating in the project.

2.15 In-depth Technological Demonstration of Energy Conservation

Performance: The project phase 2 was implemented by 15 operators
who were selected to participate therein with 7 technologies being demonstrated.
The following is the 7 technologies undertaken under this project;
VSD Chiller
Radiant Tube Burner
Self-Recuperative Burner
Absorption Chiller
Absorption Heat Pump
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Oxy-Fuel (Oxy-Fuel Burner)
All Electric Injection Machine
The project continued to the second phase aiming to ensure high efficient
technology potential that not prevailing in the country by providing demonstration
for private entrepreneurs, and to disseminate those technology information further
motivation of use and preference. For the implementation of this project, research and
development of energy conservation technology can be additionally promoted

2.16 Energy Conservation by Full Participation in Small and Medium
Industries and Commercial Buildings

Performance: In 2012, the total number of small and medium
industries and commercial buildings participating in the project was 103 with 443
trained personnel obtaining knowledge and skills for energy conservation
implementation. Energy saving totaled 1.12 ktoe/year with cost effectiveness worth
39.01 million Baht/year. Investment from the entrepreneurs amounted 18.01
million Baht.

The project implementation will support entrepreneurs to achieve
concrete energy conservation performance and develop their personnel to be able
to take part in idea sharing as well as effective and sustainable energy conservation
management. On the other hand, documentation setting for specific best case of
real energy efficient implementation could be made for further dissemination.
From the year 2003-2012, the project was joined by 2,449 entrepreneurs
whose personnel, totaling 7,347, received the knowledge and skill being able to
implement energy conservation. As a result of the, energy saving was 33.10 ktoe/year,
economic saving worth 854.61 million Baht/year with total investment amount of
225.74 million Baht from entrepreneurs.

2.17 Human Resource Development of Person Responsible for Energy (PRES)

Performance: In 2012, the development of PRES prescribed by law was
implemented through the training courses, resulting in the total of 1,062 trained
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PRE S (ordinary), and 438 senior PRE S
(in theory), as well as 412 trained PRES
(operation).
DEDE conducted the training
courses for personnel in designated
factories and buildings so as to make them
appointed as ordinary and senior PRES
under the Energy Conservation Promotion
ACT B.E. 2535 (1992) and additional amendment B.E. 2550 (2007). By law, PRES
is to coordinate with relevant agencies to assist the owner in supervising, auditing
and improving energy efficiency in equipment/machineries. Apart from that,
PRES has to set energy conservation target and plan as well as accredit the verification
and analyze work performance to meet with the target and DEDE’s guidance.

2.18 Enhancing Knowledge and Skills for Personnel Working in
Commercial Building and Industries

Performance: In 2012, Seven training courses were organized for
personnel in commercial buildings and industries for enhancing their knowledge
and skills. As a result, there were 2,042 personnel who passed the courses.
The training is designed for the trainers to know theoretically and
practically about appropriate and efficient use of energy conservation technologies
in equipments and devices in such a way that it can reduce energy loss and
make substantial economic saving. Similarly, the capacity building for the personnel
could be developed through energy management participation with the following
training courses;
A practical training course on air-conditioning system with 83 certified
		personnel
A practical training course on air-compressing system with 89 certified
		personnel
Energy conservation accreditation in industries and commercial
		 buildings with 229 personnel
Energy conservation in hospitals (for technicians and management
		 teams) with 638 personnel (297 for technicians and 341 for
		 management teams)
Energy conservation in hotels with 313 certified personnel
Energy conservation classified by types of industries with 465 certified
		personnel
Energy conservation in SME with 435 certified personnel
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2.19 Human Resource Development for Renewable Energy in
Industries and Commercial Buildings

Performance: In 2012, the trainings on Renewable Energy in
Industries and Commercial Buildings were organized with the result of passed
personnel of 406.

The course is designed to train personnel to increase their understanding
and knowledge about the advantage of proper utilization of various types of
renewable energy. The courses would contain, among other, importance and benefit
of renewable energy, related technologies, renewable energy application, best
practices, feasibility study on applying renewable energy and CDM implementation.

2.20 Expansion of E-learning System for Energy Conservation
Curriculum

Performance: In 2012, the training courses on energy conservation
through the long distance e-learning system were set up and conducted, resulting
in 2,035 trained personnel.
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The course details involve energy conservation technology, and
best practices. The courses comprise 1) Heat and Electricity Management and
2) Personnel Development for Energy Conservation Accreditation in Electricity.
The course presentation contains text media, images, voices or video clip, including
easy interesting lessons. The course can be an extensive tool for the target group
to access information very easily and widespread.

2.21 Expansion the Results of Energy Conservation for Vocational
Education (non-industries level) Program

Performance: In 2012, the training courses in the field of
non-industrial technicians were conducted for 400 trainers in vocational education
institutions (upper secondary) national wide.

The implementation focuses on improvement and development
of guidelines, media, and training for the trainers for vocational education
(non-industry) in the field of energy conservation. As a result, the program,
both in theory and practical, including workshops, could be applied for students
as well as vocational students (non-industries) at an upper- secondary level.

2.22 Development of Internal Energy Audit

Performance: In 2012, the training course on Internal Energy
Audit was organized for 3,510 trained personnel to be the energy auditors in the
organization.
The project is developed in accordance with the Ministerial Regulations
on Standard Setting and Management Method in Designated Factories and Building
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B.E. 2552 (2009) in order to promote and support designated factories with guidelines
on how to implement energy management and to strengthen mechanism on
following up and inspecting energy management system through personnel in the
organizations.

2.23 Thailand Energy Awards 2012

Performance: Thailand Energy Awards 2012 was classified into
5 categories which were Alternative Energy, Energy Conservation, Excellent Energy
Personnel, Creative Energy, and Alternative Energy and Energy Conservation
Promoters. There were 248 interested applicants submitted their applications.
The event was honoured by invited adjudicators from notable people, experts,
academics, and related agencies who made the final judgment for the awarded
masterpiece totaling 56 prizes as follows;
Alternative Energy with 10 awards comprising:On-Grid Renewable Project (3 awards): Biogas production from waste
		 water in palm oil crushing mill: Pitak Palm Oil Co. Ltd.; Solar Farm:
		 Solar Power (Korat 1) Co. Ltd.; and waste water treatment for
		 biogas electricity generation: Chantaburi Starch Power Co. Ltd.
Off-Grid Renewable Project (5 awards): Drying rubber with bio-energy
		 project: EQ Rubber Co. Ltd.; biogas production and utilization from
		 chicken manure (Phase 1): Sri Virot Farm Khonkaen Co. Ltd.; biogas
		 storage and utilization from stillage waste water in distillery: alcohol
		 distillery factory- Kaenkwan Co. Ltd.; biogas production from waste
		 water treatment for fuel oil replacement in steam boiler, CPF
		 (Thailand) PCL – processed chicken and food factory (Minburi 1),
		 and renewable energy production from waste water treatment,
		 Khonkaen Brewery Co., Ltd.
Co-generation (2 awards): Co-generation energy from biogas and
		 solar power in the food processing industry: SPM Feed Mill Co. Ltd.;
		 Co-generation energy from biogas and waste water in food industry:
		 MSM Power Systems Co. Ltd.
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Energy Conservation with 21 awards comprising:(1) Factories (9 awards):
			Designated Factories: 8 awards were given to; Dutch Mill Co. Ltd.;
				 Thai Wacoal PCL. (Factory 3); S.P.S. Intertech Co. Ltd.; Mitsubishi
				 Electric Consumer Products (Thailand) Co. Ltd.; Srithai Superware
				 PLC.: Ammata Nokorn Branch, Chonburi Province; GJ steel PLC.;
				 Viny Thai PLC.; and Spansion (Thailand) Co. Ltd.
			Non-Designated Factories (1 award): Wacoal Kabinburi Co.Ltd.
(2) Buildings (9 awards):
			Designated Buildings (6 awards): Central Chest Disease Institute
				 of Thailand; C.P. Land PLC: C.P. Tower (Silom); Central Pattana
				 Ratanathibet Co. Ltd, Central Plaza Ratanathibet; Central Pattana
				 Chiang Mai Co. Ltd. Chiang Mai Province; Central Plaza Chiang Mai
				 Airport; National Center for Genetic Engineering and Biotechnology;
				 and CPN Pattaya Beach Co. Ltd.: Central Plaza Festival Pattaya
				 Beach.
			Non-Designated Buildings (1 award): Bangbo Hospital
			New Creative Building (2 awards): Central Pattana Khonkaen Co. Ltd.:
				 Central Plaza Khonkaen; and Academic Service Bulding, Luangphor
				 Koon Parisutho Technical College.
(3)		Home and Residence (1 award): Green House (Mr. Taweep’s home)
(4)		Transportation (2 awards): CP Rice Co. Ltd.: Nakorn Luang Project;
and Chai Pattana Transportation Chiang Mai Co. Ltd.
Excellent Energy Personnel (12 awards)
(1)		Executives (4 awards): Mr. Surong Bulakul, CEO, Thai Oil PLC.;
Mr. Chalermchai Jirasakayakul, Managing Director, The Siam Ceramic Group Industry
Co. Ltd.; Associate Professor Dr. Solot Suwanayuen, Vice President, King Mongkut’s
University of Technology Thonburi (Bang Khun Thien); and Dr. Pallop Liewnamvonglap,
Director, Bangbo Hospital.
(2)		 Outstanding PRES (5 awards): Mr. Fuangyot Saowapakpaiboon,
Manager, Energy and Environment Conservation, Thai-German Ceramic Industry PLC.,
Mrs. Waralak Tangcharoen, Engineer Level 4, C.P. Food PLC., Nakhon Ratchasima;
Mr. Sutham Thatthong, senior PRE, Spansion (Thailand) Co. Ltd., Mr. Chaisakul
Uluchata, PRE, Alpha Processing Co. Ltd., and Mr. Chaiyut Thonglim, Heat of
Technician, professional level, Vachira Phuket Hospital.
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(3)		Energy Team (3 awards): Thai Oil PLC, Spansion Thailand Co. Ltd,
and National Electronic and Computer Technology Center.
Creative Energy
Outstanding Award (1 award): Wrapping Lamp box to help
reduce energy intensity and create quality of life by Energy Development
(Thailand) Co. Ltd.
Consolidation Award (1 award): An improvement of heat
exchanger for vegetable oil boiler, Yod Khun Co. Ltd.
(11 awards)

Alternative Energy and Energy Conservation Promoters

(1)		Educational Institutions (3 awards): Satri Srisuriyothai School,
Challakanyanukul School, and Kantang Ratsada School.
(2)		Association/organization/agencies (1 award): Central
Pattana PLC.
(3)		Mass Media (7 awards):
			Television: “Green Station” broadcasted at Thai PBS,
				 and “Energy for Life” broadcasted at NBT by Tripple J
				 Communication Co. Ltd.
			Radio: GMM Media PLC., Green Wave at FM 106.5 MHz
			Newspaper: Kom Chad Luk, and Than Settakij.
			Magazine: Nations Sud Sapda and Energy Saving.
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2.24 ASEAN Energy Awards 2012

Performance: DEDE selected Thailand Energy Awards Winners 2012
to be Thailand representatives in ASEAN Energy Awards 2012 and could wind
15 awards. The award presentation ceremony took place on 12 September, 2012
in Phnom Penh, Cambodia. For award winning by Thailand, it is listed as follows;

(1)		Excellent Renewable Energy Projects;
			
- On-grid;
				 Winner : Biogas production from waste water in palm oil
					 crushing mill: Pitak Palm Oil Co. Ltd.
			
- Off-grid;
				 Winner : Drying rubber with bio-energy project: EQ Rubber
					 Co. Ltd.
				 1 st Runner-Up : biogas production and utilization from
					 chicken manure (phase 1): Sri Viroj Farm Khonkaen Co. Ltd.
			
- Renewable Energy Co-Generation;
				 Winner : Co-generation energy from biogas and waste water
					 in food industry: MSM Power Systems Co. Ltd.
				 Winner : Co-generation energy from biogas and solar power
					 in the food processing industry: SPM Feed Mill Co. Ltd.
(2)		Excellent Energy Conservation Projects;
			
- New and Existing Building;
				 1st Runner Up : Luangphor Koon Parisutho Technical College
			
- Tropical Building;
				 2nd Runner Up : Yaang Come Village Hotel
			
- Special Submission;
				 Winner : Wrapping Lamp box to help reduce energy intensity
					 and create quality of life by Energy Development (Thailand)
					 Co. Ltd.
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(3)		Excellent Energy Management in Buildings and Factories
			- Energy Management in small and medium buildings;
				 Winner : Bangbo Hospital
			
- Energy Management in Big Buildings;
				 1st Runner Up : Central Chest Disease Institute of Thailand
				 1st Runner Up : Central Plaza, Ratanathibet
			
- Energy Management in Small and medium factories;
				 Winner : Thai Wacoal PLC.
				 1st Runner Up : S.P.S. Intertech Co. Ltd.
			
- Energy Management in big factories;
				 Winner : Mitsubishi Electric Consumer Products (Thailand) Co. Ltd.
				 1st Runner Up : Dutch Mill Co. Ltd.
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3. Public Services
3.1 2E Building Design Coordination Center

Performance: In the fiscal year 2012, there were 25 building owners
requesting for consultation of energy conservation building designs.
The 2E-Building was established as a technical information base for:
consultation services in related energy conservation
building designs, promotion and support of new/
retrofitted buildings prescribed by law, dissemination
of knowledge to those stakeholders concerned such
as engineers, architects to ensure their accurate
driving force and performance in accordance with
the standardized building design. Energy efficiency
then can be a result of this effort. The Center opens
regularly from Monday to Friday at 8.30-16.30 hrs.,
tel. 0 2225 2412, 0 2223 7474, Fax. 0 2225 2412,
E-mail: dede-info@2e-building.com

3.2 Energy Management Advisory Center

Performance: In 2012, there were 1,998 people came to ask for
consultation in energy management.
The Center was established to provide consultation services,
recommendations, knowledge, information on technical energy, and facilitation
for designated factories/buildings and operators who are interested in applying
energy management system. The Center office is the 2nd floor, Building 8, DEDE,
tel. 0 2226 1769-70 or 0 2222 4102-9 ext. 1411 and 1669, Fax. 0 2226 3943,
E-mail: dedeoss@dede.go.th

3.3 Renewable Energy and Energy Conservation Technical Center

Performance: In the fiscal year 2012, the Center provided renewable
energy information for 259 users, and energy efficiency for 177 users.
This Center provides the services on consultation, recommendation
and receiving comments, Q&A with reliable and precise information, and related
renewable energy and energy efficiency paper/documentation distribution.
All stakeholders either students, interested people can ask for the service at
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telephone 0 2222 4102-9 ext. 3, facebook by searching DEDE REDP for social
participation and connection.

3.4 The Energy Conservation Building in Honor of His Majesty
the King

Performance: In the fiscal year 2012, there were 14,250 people
from building owners, entrepreneurs, students, graduates, the general public visited
the Building.
The building, situated in Technothani, Klong Five, Klongluang District,
Pathum Thani, is designed for the concept of energy conservation. It is a show case
place where interested people can be educated and learned from tangible proved
theories, bringing to a new practical concept that can be a stimulus for other
building designs and renovation with effective and efficient energy.
Inside the building, it is divided into an exhibition and demonstration
areas for 54 energy conservation technologies applicable in Thailand. The technologies
are mainly based on industrial,
commercial building, and
residential sectors. The display
has the concept to make visitors
obtained most of the knowledge
and enjoyable at the same time.
Further information can be
contacted at Tel: 0 2577 7035-44,
Fax: 0 2577 7047.

3.5 DEDE’s Technical Service Centers No. 1-10

Performance: In the fiscal year 2012, knowledge dissemination
and technology transfer have been promoted through the utilization of renewable
energy and energy conservation in 5 Military Camps with the economic saving
of 742,941.15 Baht, the renewable energy technology transfer under the sufficient
economy philosophy in 5 Royal Initiative Projects with the economic saving of
486,703.83 Baht and the promotion, dissemination and transfer of renewable
energy and energy conservation in 5 agencies under Office of the National Police
with the economic saving of 699,327.37 Baht.
DEDE has the functions to promote and support the efficient use of
renewable energy and energy conservation in such a systematic and continual
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approach that they serve the basic needs of living with sufficient resources
and reduce energy dependency with the substitution of domestic energy sources
available in the local. The projects stated earlier are good example how DEDE
actively implemented for the quality of life of Thai people. More importantly,
DEDE, by the Energy Technology Transfer
and Dissemination Bureau, has taken
the roles on disseminating and transferring
energy technology in the forms of
exhibition and opened for all interested
parties visiting in 10 Technical Service
Centers totaling 34,707 people from
393 agencies nationwide.

3.6 International Affairs

In 2012, DEDE worked for international cooperation in renewable
energy and energy conservation under various umbrellas and frameworks as follows:
Bilateral Cooperation
(1)		Thailand and the People’s Republic of China
			
Performance:
			The Letter of Exchange on the support of 300 sets of biogas
digester project to promote renewable energy and environmental preservation
from the Government of People’s Republic of China to Thailand was signed on
28 June 2012 between Mr. Krairit Nilkuha, Director-General, DEDE and
H.E. Mr. Guan Mu, Ambassador, Chinese Embassy, Bangkok with the eyewitness
of Police Major General Lattasanya Piansomparn, Advisor to the Energy Minister,
Ministry of Energy.
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(2)		Thailand and European Union – EU
			Performance :
			DEDE, in support of and cooperation with EU, implemented
the Project of Capacity Building Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency under
Thailand-EU Cooperation Facility (TEC II) – Policy Dialogue Support Component (PDSC)
aiming to increase potential in strategic development and activities related to
renewable energy and energy conservation, as well as to promote learning process
and investment in power generation from renewable energy. The activities was
divided into 4 programs, the first one of which was the Stakeholder Workshop on
Renewable Energy and Experience Sharing held on 15 August 2012 at The Sukosol
Hotel, Bangkok. The workshop was attended by stakeholders from provincial
government agencies and local authorities to exchange knowledge and experiences
in 4 energy sectors of wind, biomass, biogas and solar.

(3)		Thailand and Sweden
			Performance :
			DEDE, in cooperation with the Swedish Embassy in Thailand
and NESDB organized the seminar on Reconstruction and Future Development
on 23 February 2012 at Sukhothai Hotel, Bangkok. The seminar was supported
by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Swedish Government, ABB Co. Ltd.,
Siam Scania Co. Ltd., and Volvo Co. Ltd. The seminar aimed at sharing experiences
and technology for the reconstruction and future development after the
flood crisis in Thailand for example, lesson learned from conventional energy
dependency and its efficient use, and sustainable urban under “The Symbio City”
concept of Sweden.
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(4) Thailand and Italy
		 Performance :
		 DEDE, in cooperation with the
Italian Embassy, Federal of Thai Industry – Renewable
Energy Industry Group, organized a seminar on
Italian Renewable Energy and Green Technology
to support the dissemination on best practices
and knowledge of renewable energy
and technology i.e. solar. Mr. Carlo Figa
Talamance and Mr. Federico Domenico
Tunzio, experts, to share views and
experiences on renewable energy
business opportunity. The seminar
held on 21-22 March 2012 at Sofitel
So Hotel, Bangkok.
Multilateral Cooperation
(1) APEC
		Performance:
		 (1.1) DEDE participated in
APEC activities by sending the representatives
to attend the 42nd APEC Energy Working Group
(EWG) and Associated Meetings hold on 17-21
October 2011 in Kaohshiung Chinese Taipei to
discuss on energy intensity reduction: EI to
40-50% by 2035 with the base year 2005. The
averaged amount were set at 45%. This issue
was put in the Honolulu Declaration agreed by the 19th APEC leaders’ meeting on
12-13 November 2011 in Honolulu, Hawaii, USA.
			(1.2) DEDE sent the representatives to attend 39th Meeting of
APEC Expert Group on Energy Efficiency and Conservation (EGEE&C) held on
27-28 February 2012 in Sydney, Australia. The objectives of the meeting were to
consider policy implementation and progress report on APEC energy conservation
projects.
			(1.3) DEDE sent the representatives to attend the 43rd APEC EWG
and Associated Meetings held on 5-10 March 2012 in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
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in order to discuss and exchange ideas on energy security among 21 economies
and also to drive the work plans of EWG to achieve in a concrete result.
			(1.4) DEDE hosted APEC Peer Review on Low-Carbon Energies
(PRLCE) on 21-25 May 2012 in Bangkok. This APEC project was endorsed by the 9th
APEC Energy Ministerial Meeting with the objectives to promote APEC economies
to set the goal and program of CO2 reduction.

			(1.5) DEDE sent the representatives to attend the 38th Meeting on
APEC Expert Group on New and Renewable Energy Technologies (EGNRET) and the
Workshop on APEC Electric Vehicle Connectivity held on 18-20 June 2012 at the Ministry
of Economic Development of New Zealand, Wellington, New Zealand. They gave the
presentation on “Update of Financial Incentives for Promoting New and Renewable
Energy in Thailand”
			(1.6) Mr. Arak Chonlatanon, the Energy Minister and DEDE’s Executives
participated in the 10th APEC Energy Ministerial Meeting held on 24-25 June 2012,
in Saint Petersburg, the Russian Federation. As a result of the meeting, all economies
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agreed to promote world energy security and sustainable development by
reducing green house gas emission with 4 important components: energy saving,
production technology and clean fossil fuel utilization i.e. natural gas and clean coal,
renewable energy development and safe nuclear development.
			(1.7) DEDE and APERC jointly implemented the APEC Low Carbon
Model Town Project, Phase II in Samui Island, Pa-ngan District, Surat Thani
Province in order to make a plan to reduce CO2 of the cities in APEC economies.
In implementing the project, EEC Engineering Network Co. Ltd., Thailand was
selected as the consultant to work on the technical study together with the
Japanese consultant - Nikken Sekkei Research Institute (NSRI), Japan. The study
aimed at reviewing, analyzing and prioritizing the important measures for CO 2
reduction and set the options for appropriate investment.
			(1.8) DEDE hosted the Meetings on APEC Low-Carbon Model Town,
Phase II for the Expert Study Group A who were appointed by APEC economies
to follow up the project implementation
on 20-21 August 2012, Samui Island.
The same meeting was also organized
for the Expert Study Group B on 25-27
September 2012, Samui Island, to review
the policy implementation and make
recommendations for the concept paper
on the low-carbon model town.
(2)		 ASEAN Cooperation
			Performance:
			(2.1) Promoting on Energy Efficiency and Conservation for ASEAN
Countries (PROMEEC) was supported by the Government of Japan. The project
has been implemented for 12 years and was ended in 2012. DEDE sent the
representatives to attend the Post-Workshop on Promotion of Energy Efficiency
and Conservation held on 7-9 March 2012 in Siem Reap, Cambodia to discuss
about the future plans and activities.
			(2.2) ASEAN Energy Manager Accreditation Scheme (AEMAS) is the
activity initiated for ASEAN energy management standards. Therefore, the training
workshop was continuously organized for energy manager in efficient and
sustainable energy management. As a result, 67 managers passed the training
workshop in 2012.
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			(2.3) ASEAN Japan Energy Efficiency Partnership (AJEEP) is the
project continued from PROMEEC which receives the financial support from METI,
Japan. The project initiated for Japan and Thailand to strengthen relationships and
cooperation on energy conservation in the field of capacity development and
knowledge obtainment on high efficient equipment. As a result, DEDE sent the
representatives to take part in the 1st Energy Conservation Workshop under
ASEAN-Japan Energy Efficiency Partnership (ECAP) held on 9-16 November 2012
in Tokyo, Japan and Inception Workshop on ASEAN-Japan Energy Efficiency Partnership
(AJEEP) held on 29-30 November 2012 in Manila, Philippines.
			(2.4) ASEAN + 3 CDM Cooperation is the cooperation among
ASEAN members to promote and develop capacity buildings and create CDM/NAMAS
base focusing on exchange of experiences and know-how, including related
information and consideration of possible areas for further cooperation and
development. With the financial support from the Government of Korea through
ASEAN Centre for Energy, Thailand hosted the Energy efficiency Conference on
6-7 December 2012 in order to accelerate knowledge, understanding and
disseminating information about energy efficiency. About 100 participants attended
the conference.

			(2.5) DEDE sent the representatives to attend the 30th ASEAN
Minister on Energy Meeting (AMEM) held on 10-13 September 2012 in Phnom Penh,
Cambodia. The meeting took note of the progress on energy cooperation of ASEAN
and other related issues. DEDE contributed in the Meeting by trying to drive the
long term energy plan and target so as to seek more cooperation among the
country members.
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			(2.6) DEDE organized the Workshop on Trade and Investment
in Renewable Energy and energy Efficiency held on 27-28 August 2012 at Okura
Prestige, Bangkok, in order to promote trade and investment on products and
services of renewable energy and energy efficiency i.e. the promotion for ASEAN
preparedness for eliminating tariff and non-tariff barriers etc.
			(2.7) DEDE sent the representatives to participate in ASEAN-US
Energy Efficiency Education Workshop held on 4-5 July 2012 in Phnom Penh,
Cambodia. The objectives of the workshop were to support the study on energy
conservation that focused on most beneficial use of energy, building code, transport
sector, knowledge on devices of energy audit in commercial buildings, best
practices for teaching sciences, technology, engineering and mathematics, as well
as capacity building on clean energy economics.
			(2.8) DEDE sent the representatives to attend the Kick-off
Meeting of the Harmonization of Energy Efficiency Standards in ASEAN-Air Conditioners
Program held on 17-18 January 2012 in Jakarta, Indonesia. The meeting was the
start of implementing the ASEAN preparation for the action plan where stakeholders
had fruitful discussion to form the testing methods of harmonization standards in
air conditioners.
			(2.9) In the Consultation Meeting of the SOM-AMAF + 3 and
SOME + 3 on Bioenergy and Food Security (BEFS) in ASEAN and FAO BEFS ASEAN
Project Inception Meeting held on 30-31 October 2012 at Plaza Athenee Hotel,
Bangkok. In the Meeting, the Thai representatives proposed the policy and measures
of biofuels development in Thailand and confirmed that the country had no
problems on food and energy security due to a huge amount of law materials for
biofuels production left from domestic consumption and export.
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(3)		 BIMSTEC Cooperation
			Performance:
			DEDE hosted the Workshop and Study Visit on Biofuels Production
and Utilization in BIMSTEC
region on 6-7 June 2012 in
Bangkok. The program was
one of the activities under
the Action Plan on Energy
Cooperation among BIMSTEC
members.
(4)		Cooperation with United Nations (UN)
			Performance:
			(4.1) DEDE sent the representatives to attend the United Nations
Conference on Sustainable Development 2012. About 44,000 participants from
191 countries including observers, government leaders attended the Conference.
Thailand’s delegation was graciously led by Professor Dr. Princes Chulabhorn
Mahidol. The Conference concluded the following results;
				 Stress the importance of modern sustainable energy that
plays the role on development process, poverty alleviation and improvement
of wealth and heath quality of people
				 Support the acceleration of renewable energy use, low carbon
technology, and high technology energy efficiency at the international and
domestic level
				 Promote the energy conservation application in city planning,
building construction, transportation and goods production and service
				 Urge every country to phase out fossil fuels subsidy
				 Raise the concept of “Sustainable Energy for All” given
the priority on energy access, energy efficiency and renewable energy
		 (4.2) DEDE sent the representatives to attend the Meeting of
the Energy Efficiency 21 Program held in Geneva as follows: - 1) the 3rd Session of
the Group of Experts on Global Energy Efficiency 21 (GEE 21) held on 24 April 2012
to consider project development and the case study on market type development
of energy conservation investment for climate change mitigation in different
UN regions, 2) the 23rd Session of the Steering Committee of the Energy Efficiency
21 (EE21) Program held on 25 April 2012 to consider the development of EE21
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program, particularly on the achievement
of work plan 7 (2009-2012) and work plan
8 (2012-2015), as well as the consultation
on the result of the 2nd International
Energy Efficiency Forum and the meeting
preparation for the 3rd International
Sustainable, 3) the 8th Session of the Group of Experts on Energy Efficiency
Investment for Climate Change Mitigation held on 26-27 April 2012 to consider
the development of Financing Energy Efficiency Investment for Climate Change
Mitigation (FEEI) and work being implemented.
(5)		Cooperation with GMS
			Performance:
		
DEDE in cooperation with ADB organized the 6th Regional Meeting
of the Sub-regional Energy Forum (SEF) on 8-10 August 2012 in Chiang Mai Province.
The Forum was part of TA7679-REG: Promoting Renewable Energy, Clean Fuels,
and Energy Efficiency in the GMS that was given technical support by ADB under
GMS Road Map for Expanded Cooperation in Energy. The program projected to
support climate change mitigation in GMS. In the SEF Forum participants from GMS
countries shared experiences and dissemination information about what have been
previously implemented including the topics on clean energy, policy to support
energy conservation, rules and regulations etc.
(6)		Cooperation with Energy and Environment Partnership Program
(EEP) Mekong
			Performance:
			DEDE, as the National Cooperation Unit (NCU) of EEP Mekong,
sent the representatives to the 3rd EEP Mekong Supervisory Board Meeting held
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on 13 March 2012 in Phnom Penh, Cambodia to; present a progress report of
the existing program, exchange ideas on the programs implemented in 2011,
and consider the budget and provide recommendations for future program
implementation. Besides, DEDE, in cooperation with EEP Mekong Regional
Coordination Unit (RCU) organized the 4th Call Information Seminar on 17 July 2012
at DEDE with the objectives to provide knowledge and different procedures
for stakeholders who were interested in submitting their financial request from
EEP Mekong.
Cooperation with International Organizations
(1)		 Council International des Grands Reseaux Electricques
(CIGRE – International Council on Large Electric System)
			Performance:
			Thailand attended CIGRE Session 2012 and Administrative Council
Meeting in 2011 in Paris, France in order to follow up the results of research and
study activities as well as the electrical technology advancement. At this meeting,
the Thai representative was selected to present the article.
(2) International Commission on Large Dames (ICOLD)
			Performance:
			DEDE disseminated all information, reports and articles relating
to energy sector to all members, and coordinated with members to invited them
to attend the 80th Annual Session of ICOLD held in Japan.
(3)		World Energy Council (WEC)
			Performance:
			DEDE sent the representatives to attend WEC Program Committee
Meeting held on 18 April 2012 and World Energy Leader Summit held on 19-20 April
2012, in Istanbul, Turkey. This was a good opportunity for participants to exchange
ideas and experiences in technical aspect of energy, follow up world energy
situation and exhibit the advancement of Thailand energy development and
progress. At this meeting, Energy Trilemma: Time to get real-the case for
sustainable energy policy was given as the important issue together with World
Energy Scenario and World Energy Index. Energy Trilemma which comprises energy security, social equality, and environmental impact is the three pillars
that will lead to energy security.
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Section

3

Energy Development
Driven by DEDE

Department of Alternative Energy Development and Efficiency
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Distributed-Green-Generation

T

hailand set up the 10 year Alternative Energy Development Plan (2012-2021)
targeting to increase renewable energy share by 25% of the total energy
consumption by the year 2030 through the 6 promotion and development
strategies which the community participation is one of them to be implemented
for the production and use of renewable energy across the country. With the full
responsibility of DEDE to fulfill AEDP target, the community participation therefore
was started with several projects for example the feasibility study on DistributedGreen-Generation : DGG. The project was supported to encourage education
institutions to conduct the study by submitting the proposal to the committee
appointed by DEDE for consideration and approval. After the projects were chosen
from the Committee, they would be provided with financial support. The result of
the study would be extended to further develop to help to meet with the target
of AEDP by increasing 25% of renewable energy share in Thailand within 10 years.
In the year 2012, DEDE implemented 5 DGG projects as follows;
The Feasibility and Viability Study on the Construction of 15 Community
Biomass Power Plants
The study was focused on feasibility of installing biomass power plants
having installed capacity of not exceeding 1 MW in 15 agricultural and
community-based enterprises which cultivated energy crop and fast-growing
crop in the north-eastern part of Thailand. The study details would include
in crucial dimension as raw material’s quality, quantity, transportation management,
an electricity generation technology, environmental impact and community
participation as well as financial analysis.
The Feasibility and Viability Study on the Construction of 6 Renewable
Power Plants in Self-help Settlements
The project studied the preliminary information in 6 self-help settlements,
collected data on renewable energy potential, conducted the feasibility study
in 6 selected self-help settlements on such aspects as technique, electricity
capacity, economic effectiveness and environmental impact.
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The Feasibility and Viability Study on the Construction of 2 Wind Power Plants
The project studied the feasibility of wind power plant construction at the
Sirinthorn International Environmental Part, Cha-am District, Phetchaburi Province,
at the reservoir under the Royal Initiated Development Project, Ang Kham
Sub-district Administration Organization, Kui Buri District, Prachuap Khiri Khan Province,
and at the reservoir under the Royal Initiated Development Project, Ta Tam
Sub-district Administration Organization, Pran Buri District, Prachuap Khiri Khan
Province. The study included the economic and environmental viability, wind farm
efficiency study by using aerodynamic model of Meteodyn, as well as capacity
building to build up energy personnel to be knowledgeable and understandable
enough for wind potential assessment at the set standard level.
The Feasibility and Viability Study on the Construction of the Community
Biomass Power Plant in Mae Fah Luang District, Chiang Rai Province
The project studied the possibility of installing biomass power plant using
“Kesinee Pine” as main fuel source in the targeted areas. The study included
characteristics of fuel, economic effectiveness, survey and design, and environment
impact assessment.
The Feasibility and Viability Study on the Construction of Renewable
Energy Power Plant in Cha Na District,
Songkhla Province
The project scope conducted the
study on survey and renewable energy
potential assessment and comparison in the
areas such as wind, solar, hydro and biomass
etc. Viable locations were selected and
conducted the assessment on engineering
and economic cost effectiveness, calculation
of energy value expected from generation,
analysis on capital cost and financial
viability, preliminary design of power plant
and environmental impact assessment.
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ESCO Project for
Designated Government Buildings

O

f all the projects implemented to promote energy conservation in 800
government designated buildings, it was estimated that the very high
potential energy conservation amounted to 75 ktoe/year or equivalent
to 1,800 Baht/year or approximately 15% of energy saving, 442,000 tons/year of CO2
reduction. Besides, the amount of investment would be as high as 6,300 million Baht.
With the rigid financial availability for improving high energy efficient equipment in the
buildings, the National Energy Policy Council (NEPC) at its resolution on 23 March 2013
approved the implementation of energy management in government designated
buildings through Energy Service Company : ESCO by furthering its improvement for
commercial buildings. The energy management in government buildings would serve
as a good sample of energy saving for the people and the commercial buildings.
The ESCO scheme for energy saving in government designated buildings
involves important activities such as providing all services ranging from inspecting
energy use, setting energy conservation standard, researching and studying, making
a detail design, providing financial sources, assisting the equipment procurement,
controlling and installing equipment, training personnel in factories/buildings,
and maintaining high efficient equipments/devices for all their life time. All expenses
will be derived from saving results occurring from the reduced electricity bill.
Therefore, cooperation with MEA and PEA is necessary for dealing with this project.
The project procedures are as follows;
(1) DEDE coordinates among MEA, PEA and government designated buildings
in providing consultation and information of the project
(2). DEDE follows up the project implementation and reports to EPPO every
three months. EPPO will make a short report to the Cabinet
(3) Designated government and public enterprise buildings make electricity
bill and energy management payment to MEA or PEA
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(4) MEA, PEA and designated government
buildings work together on the followings,
Survey, design and set energy saving
measures
Set equipment specification and select
producers/suppliers
Make an energy management contract
Control the installation and test the
operation
Inspect and evaluate the result of
energy saving
(5) MEA or PEA contacts financial sources
(bank and ESCO Fund) for loan request to pay for
such expense as the layout/construction of high
energy efficient equipment/insurance and maintenance
(6) MEA or PEA collect the electricity and energy management bill from
government designated building
In 2012, DEDE and PEA signed a Memorandum of Agreement on Cooperation
in implementing the project with Thammasart University (Rangsit Campus),
the Government Complex in Honour of His Majesty the King’s 80th Birthday
Anniversary, 7 Rajamangala Universities of Technology and Srinakarinvirot University
(Haad Yai Campus). It is expected not less than 20 government agencies will sign
the Memorandum of Agreement in 2013.
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Voluntary Agreement (VA)
for Energy Conservation
Campaign

I

n 2012, DEDE joined hand with Thailand Environment
Institute and Thailand Business Council for Sustainable
Development (TBCSD) to implement Voluntary
Agreement in industrial and service business sectors –
the two target groups that use about 44% of the total
energy consumption of the country. The project intends
to speed up energy conservation campaign in 6,000
buildings for the 2 target groups (designated buildings
and factories all together consumed about 70% of all
energy consumption).
In implementing this project, DEDE and its alliance
invited organizations that have good social image and
real intention in energy consumption reduction to take
part in the Voluntary Agreement for energy conservation.
At the beginning of the project, the participation of
over 1,000 organizations (branches and agencies) that
think good and act good was expected and would be
extended continuously.
Firstly, the organizations that joined this project
had to comply with the Energy Conservation and
Promotion Act B.E. 2535 (1992) and its additional
amendment (2007) and sent the energy management
report to DEDE. The project, in fact, needs the aggregation
of agencies to announce their real intention on energy
conservation beyond the standards for example the clear
energy saving plan, the real commitment to develop
office buildings into the diversification of green buildings,
and more intensity in the energy conservation campaign etc.
There is also the need to make the agencies
participated in the VA by publicizing or disseminating to
public the result of performance on energy conservation
through their own available mechanism/channel i.e.
an annual report or website. This way, it is good for
creating good image where every one cooperates and
tries to push the energy consumption reduction become
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voluntarily sustainable network
where all sectors can take part.
The project implementation
was previously resulted in the
group formulation of over 70 leading
companies with total number of
1,380 buildings/branches and 42
factories that “think and act good”.
They also presented their image
to help reduce energy consumption
and global warming and inspire the
country to be a low carbon society.
The doing-good network groups
which announced their intention
to the public for joining energy
conservation were, for example:
PPT PLC., Thai Beverage PLC,

Toyota Motor (Thailand) Co. Ltd., Central Pattana PLC.,
Thai Airways International PLC. and CP All Groups of
company. The project achievement came mainly from
the following activities;
Inviting owners of designated factories for the
presentation of criteria of the VA project participation
on 2 April 2012
Press conference for information dissemination
to general public on 25 April 2012
Official opening ceremony on network
introduction on 5 July 2012, resulting in the submission
of 70 interested private agencies with 1,380 buildings/
branches and 42 factories joining the project
Organizing 7 site visits to Zero Carbon projects
at Lotus Bangphra, Chon Buri Province, Building project
of Spansion Co. Ltd., Energy Complex (ENCO), Lam Ta Kong
Solar PV Power Plants, Nakhon Ratchasima Province
and Distillery Factories of Thai Beverage PLC.
A 1-minute television feature stories about
the success of energy conservation in factories and
buildings broadcasted by the TV programs namely,
“Kaao Khon Kon Kaao” and “Kaao Khon Nation”
A 5-minute of 5 documentaries series on
energy conservation crucial tips from 5 successful
companies which were published in CD and broadcasted
by the TV program namely, “Bog Kaao Lao Kwam” at
C Brand cable station (CDs are available at Technical
Service Center, tel. 0 2223 7474).
Benefits of this project are many folds, to be cited
here are; being a platform for efficient cooperation and
promotion of energy conservation in factory buildings,

stimulating a new trend of interest
in long term energy conservation,
emerging of consultation and
encouragement network for energy
saving, creating a good image of
private sectors for their real
intention to cope with the issue,
helping operators/private business
owners obtain more updated
information regarding financial
sources and diversified technologies
in sustainable energy conservation
investment, and last but not least,
reducing energy investment cost,
getting more benefits and saving
the national budget.
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Promoting Energy Efficiency
for Households in the Flooded Areas
(Energy Efficiency Appliance or “No. 5 Products”
to cure the flood victims)

F

or the year 2011, Thailand faced with
the severe flood disaster scattered in all
regions of the country for quite a long
period of time, particularly in the eastern and
central parts including Bangkok where flood
was the most severe hit in the last 70 years,
ever since its worse incident in 1942. The bad
flood resulted in the huge disasters in most of
agricultural, industrial, economic, social sectors and
other related supply chains.
Recognizing an urgent need to remedy the flood
victims, NEPC at its meeting on 30 November 2011, agreed
to launch energy efficiency improvement for flood
remedy project by the Ministry of Energy through
additional discount coupon when purchasing No.5 and
high efficient labeling goods. The Meeting instructed DEDE
to take responsibility for implementing the project.
In implementing the project, DEDE gave the discount
coupon worth 2,000 Baht/households to the people who
were affected from the flood disaster in 28 provinces for
2 rounds; the first round opened on 27 December 20114 January 2012 with 248,712 coupons, the second round
opened on 10-20 February 2012 with 662,131 coupons,
making the total amount of 910,843 coupons worth
1,821,686,000 Baht.
The discount coupon could buy for 12 types
of no.5 electric appliances namely; Refrigerator, airconditioner, electric fan, electric rice cooker, high efficient
electric lamp, gas stove, electric hot kettle, compact
fluorescence, T5 fluorescence, ballast, television with 1 W
standby power and fiber glass. The discount price by using
the coupon varied depending on the conditions set by
each shop showing the sign of project participation and big
department stores such as Tesco Lotus, Big C, Power Buy,
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Power Mall, Home Pro and
other 600 shops across the
country. The discount coupon
however could not be changed
or refunded.
As a result, people could
make use of the coupon, worth
1,301,072,900 Baht or 71.4% of
the total amount of coupon
given to the people. Refrigerator
was the most sold appliance,
calculated at 43.80%. Next was
the air-conditioner and television,
calculated at 22.90% and 14.71%
respectively. The implementation,
when combining all the sold
products under this program,
was estimated to have the
economic saving of 13.03 ktoe/year
or equivalent to 152.87 million
units/year of electricity and
535.04 million Baht of electricity
bill with CO2 reduction of 84 ktons.

Training on Energy Management
for Cambodia under ASEAN Cooperation

D

EDE plays an active role
on capacity building
development not only
for Thai people but also for ASEAN
members. With the training capacity
and expertise in renewable energy
and energy efficiency, DEDE, in
cooperation with Thailand International Cooperation
Development Agency, organized the training course on
energy management for Cambodia officials. The course
aimed at providing technical assistance for ASEAN
members countries to learn and share energy
management best practices in Thailand and bring back
to their country for application as appropriate.
Human Resource Development Bureau, DEDE,
is the core agency responsible for domestic and
international training courses focusing mainly on
technical assistance of energy management and
renewable energy development for ASEAN members
to prepare themselves for the upcoming AEC in 2015.
In resulting of the implementation, DEDE
expected that the participants could bring experiences,
knowledge and successful case studies received from
the courses back to their home countries for further
application and development. Moreover, future
technical cooperation in the field of energy efficiency
could be accelerated under the framework of ASEAN
Plan of Action for Energy Cooperation (APAEC) –
the ASEAN’s energy strategy to strengthen and drive
towards climate change mitigation in the region.
Major topics contain in the course comprised;
Thailand’s promotional measures of energy conservation,

energy management system and
energy conservation technologies,
energy audit, Thailand’s renewable
energy policy, and study visit at DEDE’s
Display Center, Kirithan Hydro Power
Plant, Chanthaburi Province and
Phyathai Hospital Sri Racha, Chon Buri
Province.
From the project evaluation,
it was found that major participants
generally got satisfaction. Training
efficiency was most satisfied,
followed by consistency of the
project and trainers’ needs.
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SOLAR

A

s the tropical country situated near the equator, Thailand receives solar radiation
with high luminous intensity scattering all over the country, having enough amount
to be brought for use. DEDE, therefore, implemented solar energy project in the
forms of solar energy technologies for electricity and for heat as follow;

1) Solar for power generation
DEDE promoted, supported and installed solar power generation system with
solar PV in many forms, such as battery charging, feed pumping, mini grid, and power
generation system for target groups which are in remote areas and far from PEA grid
connection or in limited areas unable for PEA to distribute electricity. Such areas are
rural community school, sanitarium, community learning center, military and police
operation base, national conserved forest areas and the Royal Initiative Projects etc.
From the year 1993-2012, DEDE installed 1,802 solar power generation systems with the
total installed capacity of 4,049.741 kW.

Solar PV installation of DEDE in 2012(classified by region)
Region
No. of Places Installed
kW
North		
North-East		
Central, East, and West
South		
Total
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1,025
144
349
284
1,802

2,506.041
291.750
588.725
663.225
4,049.741

Solar map indicating solar PV installed locations

North
1,025 locations 2,506.041 kW

North-East
144 locations 291.750 kW

Central, East, and West
349 locations 588.725 kW

South

284 locations 663.225 kW

Solar PV installation of DEDE in 2012
(classified by region)
Region

No. of
Places Installed

kW

North
North-East
Central, East, and West
South

1,025
144
349
284

2,506.041
291.750
588.725
663.225

Total

1,802

4,049.741
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2) Solar PV System for Heat Generation
2.1) Promotion of utilization of the hybrid solar hot water
DEDE promoted a hybrid solar hot water system production to
stimulate more investment and utilization of hot water from solar collector
co-generated with factory waste heat i.e. waste heat from condensing unit of air
conditioning, kiln, etc. The project implementation included major activities such
as survey and preliminary study on feasible technical and economic potential,
basic design and guidance. In addition, the financial support accounted for 30%
of investment of the installation system was provided for sectors relating to
businesses, government/public enterprises/NGO. As a result implemented
from 2008 to 2012, there were 134 installed places, covering all solar PV areas
of 33,885.219 m2.
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Map of Solar PV Installed Areas
Chiang Rai 172.000 m2
Phitsanulok 203.700 m2

Chiang Mai 3,298.580 m2

Phetchabun 130.320 m2

Mae Hong Son 74.400 m2

Khon Kaen 994.460 m2

Lamphun 748.990 m2

Maha Sarakham 52.420 m2
Si sa ket 258.818 m2
Mukdahan 126.100 m2
Roi Et 47.000 m2

Nakhon Sawan 240.000 m2

Ubon Ratchathani 104.160 m2
Ayutthaya 2,601.550 m2

PV Solar Areas

Pathum Thani 630,000 m2
Nakhon Pathom 1,751.337 m

2

Ratchaburi 5,485.030 m2

Rayong 760.769 m2

Prachuap Khiri Khan 593,273 m2

Samut Prakan 4,421.00 m2
Prachin Buri 42.300 m2
Samut Sakhon 737.760 m2

Trat 50.700 m2

Chon Buri 2,302.591 m2
Surat Thani 120.000 m

Bangkok 5,355.00 m2

2

Phangnga 288.000 m2

Saraburi 602.830 m2
Nakhon Ratchasima 291.630 m2

Phuket 906.900 m2
Krabi 260.000 m2

Phatthalung 87.300 m2
Songkhla 103.410 m2

Satun 42,900 m2

Province

No. of
Location

Krabi
Bangkok
Khon Kaen
Chon Buri
Chiang Rai
Chiang Mai
Trat
Nakhon Pathom
Nakhon Ratchasima
Nakhon Sawan
Pathum Thani
Prachuap Khiri Khan
Prachin Buri
Ayutthaya
Phangnga
Phatthalung
Phitsanulok
Phetchabun
Phuket
Maha Sarakham
Mukdahan
Mae Hong Son
Roi Et
Rayong
Ratchaburi
Lamphun
Sisaket
Songkhla
Satun
Samut Prakan
Samut Sakhon
Saraburi
Surat Thani
Ubon Ratchathani

2
27
1
17
1
24
1
4
3
1
2
4
1
6
1
1
2
1
3
1
1
1
1
5
6
2
2
1
1
6
2
1
1
1

Total

134

(m2)
260.000

5,355.000
5,355.000
994.460
2,302.591
172.000
3,298.580
50.700
1,751.337
291.630
240.000
630.000
593.273
42.300
2,601.550
288.000
87.300
203.700
130.320
906.900
52.420
126.100
74.400
47.000
760.760
5,485.030
748.990
258.818
103.410
42.900
4,421.000
737.760
602.830
120.000
104.160

33,885.219
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2.2) Investment of Solar Drying System
DEDE studied and developed a number of solar drying systems
to be efficiently and practically used dried processed in agricultural products,
to be cited here are; solar tunnel dryer, solar box dryer using heat from solar
collectors mounted on the dryer’s roof, and solar green house dryer. Some of
these systems still have a high cost of investment. The government, therefore,
gave part of support to the project to boost more investment, more value
added products, and more income to the people. Given that for implementation,
DEDE supported the installation of green house solar dryer, and until 2012
have successfully installed the systems in 68 locations with the total installed
areas of 8,835.40 m2.
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Map of Green House Solar Drying Installed Areas
Chiang Rai 382.0 m2
Phitsanulok 1,291.5 m2
Chiang Mai 493.6 m2

Loei 348.0 m2

Nakhon Phanom 166.4 m2

Phetchabun 256.6 m2
Khon Kaen 166.4 m2

Lampang 642.8 m2

Mahasarakham 49.2 m2

Sukhothai 160.8 m2

Si sa ket 166.4 m2

Nakhon Sawan 210.8 m2

Mukdahan 127.9 m2

Phichit 332.8 m2

Yasothon 49.2 m2

Suphan Buri 166.4 m2

Chaiyaphum 111.6 m2

Sing Buri 111.6 m2
Ang Thong 166.4 m2

Green House Solar Drying Areas

Kanchanaburi 432.0 m2
Nakhon Pathom 864.0 m2
Ratchaburi 256.6 m2

Rayong 166.4 m2
Samut Prakan 215.6 m2
Chanthaburi 166.4 m2

Chumphon 99.2 m

Samut Sakhon 548.4 m2
2

Surat Thani 49.2 m2
Phangnga 111.6 m2

Chachoengsao 278.0 m2

Nakhon Ratchsima 148.4 m2
Nakhon Si Thammarat 99.2 m2

Province

No.
of Location

(m2)

Kanchanaburi
Khon Kaen
Chanthaburi
Chachoengsao
Chaiyaphum
Chumphon
Chiang Rai
Chiang Mai
Nakhon Pathom
Nakhon Phanom
Nakhon Ratchasima
Nakhon Si Thammarat
Nakhon Sawan
Phangnga
Phichit
Phitsanulok
Phetchabun
Mahasarakham
Mukdahan
Yasothon
Rayong
Ratchaburi
Lampang
Loei
Sisaket
Samut Prakan
Samut Sakhon
Sing Buri
Sukhothai
Suphan Buri
Surat Thani
Ang Thong

3
1
1
2
1
1
3
4
6
1
2
1
2
1
2
8
2
1
1
1
1
2
5
3
1
2
4
1
2
1
1
1

432.0
166.4
166.4
278.0
111.6
99.2
382.0
493.6
864.0
166.4
148.4
99.2
210.8
111.6
332.8
1,291.5
256.6
49.2
127.9
49.2
166.4
256.6
642.8
348.0
166.4
215.6
548.4
111.6
160.8
166.4
49.2
166.4

Total

68

8,835.4
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WIND

C

urrently, there has been an
increasing utilization of wind
production for electricity, especially
in the European countries which extensively
developed wind turbine for commercial
purpose of a large scale and efficient
power generation. For Thailand, wind
has not been an outstanding energy
source for power generation due to
its somewhat insufficient potential
comparing to other countries.
Since wind is a clean natural
source of energy that has no impact on global warming, Thailand regards it as
crucial source of development of power generation. In working towards the
country’s wind promotion, DEDE installed wind speed stations at different levels
across the country, creating the country’s wind potential maps, studying wind speed
potential in some specific areas, researching and installing suitable low speed wind
turbines, promoting the use of high efficient wind turbine made in Thailand
and abroad, demonstrating wind turbine electricity generation from 1-1,500 kW.
Until 2012, 9 projects were completed with the total installed capacity of 1,897 kW.
The largest wind generation project in Thailand is located in the 23 rais of
public utility sphere at Baan Talaypan, Moo 2, Hua-sai Sub-district, Hua-sai District,
Nakhon Si Thammarat Province. The project started in 28 September 2007 with the
total installed capacity of 1.5 MW and total generated capacity of 1.8 million units
per year, calculated for 10 million baht of electricity bill per year. The imported
energy can be reduced by 0.153 ktoe per year. In addition, it is a new alternative
source of clean natural energy to substitute fossil fuels. Moreover, a direction
to develop future large scale wind farm on commercial base through appropriate
price differentiation supportive measure is expected by the project.
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Map of Wind Turbine Installation and its Installed Capacity
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Hydro Power

T

he promotion of sustainable small hydro
in Thailand has been developed since 1964.
DEDE (under the previous name as “National
Energy Authority Office”), took responsibility for
constructing hydro electric power dam and introducing
the utilization of small hydro power projects aiming
to provide rural communities with the access to
hydro power generation to generate electricity for
their own use, to reduce and prevent natural disasters
by preserving water sources as well as imported
fossil fuels, and to create energy security for the system
by connecting grid connection with PEA. As a result
of the implementation until 2012, the total generating
installed capacity of hydro power is 46.24 MW.
The implementation comprises the followings;

Small Hydropower Project

The small hydropower project is the construction
of small dam or intake dam by releasing water from
weir to a power plant with penstock to generate
electricity at the installed capacity from 200 kW.
DEDE had started the project back in 1964 and
succeeded in the construction of 25 hydro projects in
2012. Among the 25 projects, 3 of them have been
moved to EGAT’s responsibility, and the rest of them
have still been under DEDE’s responsibility with the
total installed capacity of 43.318 MW that could
generated electricity at the average of 124.32 million
kWh per year, or equivalent 27.54 ktoe. Reduction of
carbon emission is 72,254 tCO2 per year. There are 4 small
hydro power projects which have been now under
construction i.e. Klong Tung Pel Hydro Power Project
– a Royal Initiated Project; Upper Nan River Hydro
Power Project, Nan Province; Mae Ka Nai Hydro Power
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Project, Mae Hong Son Province;
and Huay Mae U Su, Tak Province.

Hydropower Projects
at Village Level

The village-based hydro power
projects were implemented by
DEDE through people participation.
From the past until 2012, there
were 53 projects that could run the
generators with the total installed
capacity of 1,807 kW. As a result,
4,651 households got benefit from
the projects.
In 2012, the hydro power
projects being supervised by DEDE
resulted in electricity generation
of 141.787 million kWh and oil
import reduction of 31.4115 ktoe.

Map of Small Hydropower Projects

Mae Kum Luang,
Mae Ai, Chiang Mai 3,200 kW
Mae Had, Vieng Hang,
Chiang Mai 818 kW
Mae Teen, Omkoi,
Chiang Mai 250 kW
Mae Hong Son,
Muang, Mae Hong Son 850 kW
Mae Sa Rieng,
Mae Sa Rieng, Mae Hong Son 1,250 kW
Mae Sa Nga,
Muang, Mae Hong Son 5,040 kW

Mae Sap, Sa Meong,
Chiang Mai 1,360 kW
Bo Kaew, Sa Meong,
Chiang Mai 200 kW
Mae Maow, Fang,
Chiang Mai 4,330 kW
Huai Nam Khun, Mae Suai,
Chiang Rai 1,700 kW
Huai Mae Phong, Dok
Kham Tai, Phayao 860 kW
Kiw Lom, Muang,
Lampang 350 kW
Nam Ma Meun, Nakhon Thai,
Phitsanulok 1,030 kW

Huai Mae Sot,
Mae Sot, Tak 660 kW

Huai Pa Thao, Kaeng Khro,
Chaiyaphum 4,500 kW

Huai Ya Mo,
Aum Pang, Tak 850 kW

Lam Phra Phoeng, Pak thong chai,
Nakhon Ratchasima 850 kW
Kirithan, Makam,
Chanthaburi 12,200 kW

Small Hydropower Projects
Project

Khlong Lum Plok,
Pa Lian, Trang 1,182 kW

Huai Lum Sin, Kongra,
Phatthalung 958 kW

Khlong Du Son,
Khuan Ka Long, Satun 680 kW

Ai Ka Po, Sukirin,
Narathiwat, 200 kW

Mae Hong Son
Mae Kum Luang
Huay Mae Phong
Ai Ka Po
Mae Sa Rieng
Kirithan
Mae Sa Nga
Mae Sap
Bo Kaew
Mae Maow
Huay Mae Sot
Khlong Lum Plok
Nam Ma Meun
Mae Had
Mae Teen
Khlong Du Son
Huay Pa Thao
Kiw Lom
Huay Lum Sin
Lam Phra Phoeng
Huay Nam Khun
Huay Ya Mo

Location
Sub-district Province
Muang
Mae Ai
Dok Kham Tai
Sukirin
Mae Sa Rieng
Makam
Muang
Sa Meong
Sa Meong
Fang
Mae Sot
Pa Lian
Nakhon Thai
Vieng Hang
Omkoi
Khuan Ka Long
Kaeng Khro
Muang
Kongra
Pak thong chai
Mae Suai
Aum Pang
Total

Mae Hong Son
Chiang Mai
Phayao
Narathiwat
Mae Hong Son
Chanthaburi
Mae Hong Son
Chiang Mai
Chiang Mai
Chiang Mai
Tak
Trang
Phitsanulok
Chiang Mai
Chiang Mai
Satun
Chaiyaphum
Lumpang
Phatthalung
Nakhon Ratchasima
Chiang Rai
Tak

Installed
Capacity
(kW)
850
3,200
860
200
1,250
12,200
5,040
1,360
200
4,330
660
1,182
1,030
818
250
680
4,500
350
958
850
1,700
850
43,318
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Waste-to-Energy

W

ith an increasing of economic growth and city expansion, Thailand has
faced with more and more severe municipal waste which is improperly
disposed i.e. dumping and burning or land filling from time to time due
to budget constraint and lack of understanding on waste management. As a results,
there is an impact on environment and health. The municipal waste, therefore,
needs proper management. Another way out of this problem is to promote the use
of waste for renewable energy production through heat and electricity. The Ministry
of Energy, therefore, set the policy to promote, support and accelerate the investment
of waste-to-energy by providing a financial scheme and incentives so called “Adder”
and BOI privileges as well as income tax reduction.
DEDE implemented waste production for energy promotion projects for
the year 2004-2005 through such activities as waste data compilation and management
in Thailand, and study of technology of diversified waste production for energy.
For the year 2006, a project model of small organic waste fermentation tank was
developed having the total waste capacity of 40 kg/day that could product biogas
about 2.5 m3/day with the replacement of 1.15 kg/day of LPG. The projects were
installed in schools in Bangkok and its suburbs. Later, it was extended for use nationwide.
Next development implemented by DEDE is the model installation of
community-based biogas production from waste at the maximum waste capacity
of 15 tons/day. The system was constructed in 5 Local Administration Organizations:Kampaengpet Municipality, Sakon Nakhon Municipality, Hua Hin Municipality in
Prachuap Khiri Khan Province, Tung Song Municipality in Nakhon Si Thammarat Province
and Sam Chuk Sub-district Municipality in Suphan Buri Province. Besides, 2 Local
Administration Organizations were supported by DEDE through this project which are;
Municipality groups having 5-10 tons/day of waste included Sam Ngam Sub-district municipality,
Nakhon Pathom Province; Wang Ka Pee Sub-district, Uttaradit Province; Kok Kruad and Pi Mai Sub-districts,
Nakhon Ratchasima Province, and Na Fai Sub-district, Chaiyaphum Province
Municipality groups having 10-50 tons/day of waste included Klang Sub-district municipality of
Rayong Province, Det Udom Municipality, Ubon Ratchathani Province, I-san Sub-district Municipality of Buri Ram
Province, Ban Klang Sub-district of Lamphun Province and Singhanakorn Municipality of Sonkhla Province.
There were 2 types of waste-to-energy production system being promoted for the project: one is the
biogas production from organic waste which could be brought for replacement of LPG in households or for
use in slaughter house, and the other is Refuse-Derived-Fuel or RDF – a system that waste could be processed
through appropriate combustion and used as heat value fuels. The size and characteristics of RDF varies
depending on its purposes and is convenient to be transported.
- A model project of energy production from municipal sewage waste (MSW) has been developed
in Sub-district Administration Organization or “Or Bor Tor” having less than 5 tons/day of waste. The waste
capacity is about 800 kg/day. This resulted in receiving biogas for use in slaughter house. Another system
called Mechanical Biological Treatment for biogas production was installed at Non Muang Sub-district,
Lop Buri Province.
- A model project of two-stage biogas production system from fresh markets waste (acid
fermentation tank and biogas digester) was developed with a capacity of 2 tons/day organic waste which
resulted in generated biogas of 100 m3/day. The system was installed at the Marketing Organization
for Farmers and extended to another 2 places; one is at Thanom Mitr Market, Bangkok; and the other is at
the Municipality Fresh Market in Chaiyaphum Province.
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Map of Waste-to-Energy Production

Uttaradit Province
112.50 cm3/day

Lamphun Province
525 cm3/day
Sakon Nakhon3 Province
750 cm /day
Kamphaeng Phet
Province
750 cm3/day

Chaiyaphum 3Province
112.50 cm /day

Lob Buri Province
40 cm3/day

Nakhon Ratchasima
Province
225 cm3/day

Suphan Buri 3 Province
750 cm /day

Ubon Ratchathani
Province
225 cm3/day

Nakhon Pathom3 Province
112.50 cm /day
Buri Ram Province
225 cm3/day

Bangkok
100 cm3/day
Rayong Province
225 cm3/day

Waste-to-Energy Production
Amount of Installed
organic waste Capacity
(ton/day)
(m3/day

Location

Prachuap Khiri khan
Province
750 cm3/day
Nakhon Si Thammarat
Province
750 cm3/day

Songkhla Province
225 cm3/day

Kampaengpet Municipaity, Kamphaeng Phet Province
Sam Chuk Sub-district Municipality, Suphan Buri Province
Sakon Nakhon Municipaity, Sakon Nakhon Province
Hua Hin Municipality, Prachuap Khiri Khan Province
Tung Song Municipality, Nakhon Si Thammarat Province
Nong Muang Sub-district Municipality, Lob Buri Province
Sam Ngam Sub-district Municipality, Nakhon Pathom Province,
Kok Kruad Sub-districit Municipality, Nakhon Ratchasima Province
Pimai Sub-district Municipality, Nakhon Ratchasima Province
Wang Kra Pee Sub-district Municipality, Uttaradit Province
Na Fai Sub-district Municipality in Chaiyaphum Province
Kleang Municipality, Rayong Province
Det Udom Municipality, Ubon Ratchathani Province
I-San Municaplity, Buri Ram Province
Baan Klang Sub-district Municpality, Lamphun Province
SinghaNakhon Municipaly, Songkhla Province
Marketing Organization for Farmers, Bangkok

15
15
15
15
15
0.80
2.25
2.25
2.25
2.25
2.25
4.5
4.5
4.5
10.50
4.5
2

750
750
750
750
750
40
112.50
112.50
112.50
112.50
112.50
225
225
225
525
225
100

Total

117.55

5,877.50

Remarks: 1 ton of organic waste = 50 m of produced biogas
3
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Biogas

T

hailand has plenty of waste water
that mostly came from production
process of agro-industry. It generally
composed of most organic that needs
bio-treatment system being classified as
aerobic and anaerobic types. The anaerobic
waste water treatment will produce the
by-product biogas with the components of
different volume of methane, depending on different quantity of waste water. With the
flammable qualification, methane can be a source of renewable energy production.
Currently, biogas can be used as heat and electricity. Energy raw material sources
for biogas production came from 7 types of agricultural and processed industries such as
flour, liquor and beer, food, palm(only steam process mills), paper, rubber and ethanol.
In addition, biogas can be produced from livestock such as pig and bull etc.
DEDE has promoted and supported renewable
energy from biogas since the year 1980. In 2004, biogas from
waste water was promoted in 4 industries with the approximate
installed capacity of 41,502 m3/day. In the year 2007-2012,
biogas production in livestock farms is also promoted
through technologies of Por Por 1 and Por Por 2 as follows;
Biogas System - Por Por 1, having a capacity of
waste water at 10 m3/day (equivalent to the feeding of 500
bulls) can produce biogas 25 m3/day. The promotion was
given to 48 biogas investors with the production amount of
438,000 m3/year.
Biogas System – Por Por 2, having a capacity of
waste water not lower than 2 m3/day (equivalent to the
feeding of 100 bulls) can produce biogas approximately
5 m3/day. The promotion was given to 25 business owners
with the production capacity of 45,625 m3/year.
Moreover, biogas from pig manure in Chiang Mai
Province was promoted by DEDE to produce Compressed
Bio-Methane Gas (CBG) to be used as car fuels. Project was
implemented through the cooperation between Mae-jo
University of Technology and Universal Advertisement and
Chemicals Co.Ltd with the CBG target approximately 3 tons/day.
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Map of Biogas Production System in Livestock Farms
Phetchabun
200 cm3/day

Chiang Mai
50 cm3/day

Khon Kaen
25 cm3/day

Chiang Mai
30 cm3/day
Lamphun
15 cm3/day

Udon Thani
5 cm3/day
Kalasin
5 cm3/day
Roi Et
100 cm3/day
Amnat Charoen
15 cm3/day

Kamphaeng Phet
35 cm3/day
Nakhon Sawan
75 cm3/day

Nakhon Ratchasima
100 cm3/day

Lop Buri
325 cm3/day

Ubon Ratchathani
125 cm3/day

Nakhon Pathom
25 cm3/day

Biogas Production
in Livestock Farm-Por Por 1

Ratchaburi
50 cm3/day

Province

Chon Buri
5 cm3/day
Prachuap Khiri Khan
50 cm3/day
Chachoengsao
5 cm3/day
Rayong
10 cm3/day
Prachin Buri
75 cm3/day

Roi Et
Nakhon Pathom
Chiang Mai
Nakhon Ratchasima
Prachin Buri
Ubon Ratchathani
Lop Buri
Khon Kaen
Nakhon Sawan
Petchabun
Ratchaburi
Prachuap Khiri Khan
Total

Number

Capacity cm3/day

4
1
2
4
3
5
13
1
3
8
2
2
48

100
25
50
100
75
125
325
25
75
200
50
50
1,200

Biogas Production
in Livestock Farm-Por Por 2
Province

Number

Capacity cm3/day

Chon Buri
Amnat Charoen
Chachoengsao
Rayong
Kalasin
Udon Thani
Kamphaeng Phet
Lamphun
Chiang Mai
Total

1
3
1
2
1
1
7
3
6
25

5
15
5
10
5
5
35
15
30
125
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BIOMASS

B

iomass is a natural substance or living things,
regardless of those become fossil fuels.
Thailand, as an agricultural country, has
a diversification of agricultural products i.e. rice,
sugar, cassava, rubber, palm oil etc. In the past,
biomass was abandoned left as organic fertilizer
in cultivating areas. Sometimes, it was combusted
for elimination by farmers, causing the environment
impact, although biogas can be a good fuel
property, providing sufficient heat value to be
utilized. With the severe situation of energy
limited sources, other potential alternative materials
therefore were sought. That is why “biogas” is the
vital target being considered as a new alternative
energy source.
At present, biomass potential in Thailand
has been left abandoned at the amount of
26,449,250 tons, enabling electricity generation at
2,909 MW and heat generation at 10,340 ktoe.
DEDE has actively developed biomass
production through research, demonstration and
support in terms of study, design, increase of
production capacity from Three Stage Gasifier
to provide sufficient electricity demand in large
community, potential area selection for installing
and demonstrating biomass production system
with agricultural water pumping of 1,000 m3/h.
As a result, DEDE installed biomass system to
produce heat and electricity and to pump water
in 5 agricultural areas with the installed capacity
of 1,320 kW.
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Map of Biomass Production System Installation

Kao Khor District,
Phetchabun Province 320 kW

Baan Mee District,
Lop Buri Province 400 kW
Lamlookka District,
Pathum Thani Province 80 kW

Piboonmangsahaan District,
Ubon Ratchathani Province
320 kW

Lat Bua Luang District,
Phra Nakhon Si Ayutthaya Province
200 kW

Biomass Production System Installation
Installed
Capacity
320 kW
Kao Khor Agro Industry Co.Ltd.,
Heat
(Thermal)
Kao Khor District, Phetchabun Province
320 kW
Water Pumping Station at
Water
Baan Sarng Kaew, Poh Thai Sub-district, pumping for (Thermal)
Piboonmangsahaan District,
agriculture
Ubon Ratchathani Province
200 kW
Demonstration and Development Center Electricity
for Integrated Renewable Energy Production
from Rice, Lat Bua Luang District,
Phra Nakhon Si Ayutthaya Province
400 kW
Agricultural Cooperatives Rice Mil s,
Electricity
Baan Mee District, Lop Buri Province
80 kW
Rangsit Community Rice Mil s, Klong 13, Electricity
Lamlookka District, Pathum Thani Province
Location

Total

Purpose

1,320 kW
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Technical Support Centers

T

echnical Support Centers, DEDE, formerly
named as “Regional Energy Technological
Dissemination and Development Center”,
was established in 1982 under Department of
Energy Development and Promotion, Ministry of Science
and Environment. Later after the government
administration system reform in 2002, the name
was changed to “Office of the Alternative Energy
Development and Efficiency”, Department of
Alternative Energy Development and Energy Efficiency,
Ministry of Energy, and in 2005, again re-changed
to “Alternative Energy and Energy Efficiency Technical
Experiment Center”. Until 2009, the name was finally
been titled as “Technical Support Center”, being
inconsistency with DEDE’s functions. At present,
the Technical Support Centers 1-10 have offices
located in all regions with all covering
areas of every province.
The 10 Technical Support
Centers play important roles on
disseminating, transferring, and
campaigning knowledge of energy
consumption including applying
energy technology initiated from
the local wisdom in areas where
appropriate. The demonstration of
technology applications were set up
into such categories as biomass base,
alternative energy base, energy
efficiency base, stove base, and solar
energy base, etc. As of 2012, there
were 34,707 interested people from
393 agencies paid their visit and used
the centers’ facilities.
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Map of Technical Support Centers

(Chiang Mai)

(Nong Khai)

(Phitsanulok)
(Khon Kaen)

(Maha Sarakham)
(Ubon Ratchathani)

(Pathum Thani)

The Located Areas of Regional Centers

(Nakhon Si Thammarat)

ASC 1 (Patum Thani Province) has the area in responsibility of 19 Provinces
ASC 2 (Ratchaburi Province) has the area in responsibility of 7 Provinces
ASC 3 (Maha Sarakham Province) has the area in responsibility of
6 Provinces
ASC 4 (Nong Khai Province) has the area in responsibility of 4 Provinces
ASC 5 (Khon Kaen Province) has the area in responsibility of 3 Provinces
ASC 6 (Ubon Ratchathani Province) has the area in responsibility of
7 Provinces
ASC 7 (Chiang Mai Province) has the area in responsibility of 6 Provinces
ASC 8 (Songkhla Province) has the area in responsibility of 7 Provinces
ASC 9 (Nakhon Si Thammarat Province) has the area in responsibility of
7 Provinces
ASC 10 (Pitsanulok Province) has the area in responsibility of 11 Provinces

(Songkhla)
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DEDE’s Gallery
Department of Alternative Energy Development and Efficiency
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17th January 2012

Mr. Thammayot Srichuai, Deputy Director-General, DEDE,
welcomed Her Royal Highness Princess Maha Chakri Sirindhorn
welcome the visit of HRH Princess Maha Chakri Sirindhorn at the Border
Patrol Police School – Thutiyapoti Anusorn.
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7th October 2011

Mr. Norkun Sitthiphong, Permanent
Secretary of Energy, presided over the
seminar on “The Support of Overseeing
and Promoting the Implementation under
the Energy Conservation Promotion Act B.E.
2535 (1992) and its additional amendment
B.E. 2550 (2007)” held at the Synergy Hall,
Energy Complex, Bangkok. The seminar was
attended by representatives from private
sectors and press/media agencies.

7th November 2011

Mr. Krairit Nilkuha, DirectorGeneral of DEDE and DEDE’s executives
granted food supplies together with
drinking water and other flood relief
supplies for people who were affected
from flood at Baan Ta Klong, Moo 18,
Klong Nung District, Klong Luang District,
Pathum Thani Province.

16th November 2011

Mr. Pichai Nariptaphan, the Energy
Minister, presided over the opening
ceremony of “Coordinating Center under
the Technical and Vocational Team for
Energy Saving”, aiming at rehabilitating
energy in building enterprises. The
ceremony took place at Phitsanulok
Technical College, Phitsanulok Province.

21st November 2011

Mr. Pichai Naripthaphan, the
Energy Minister, presided over the
signing ceremony of the Memorandum
of Understanding on Energy Saving
Management Prototype Project in the
Universities, held at Energy Complex
Bangkok. The project was the cooperation
between DEDE and Thammasart
University (Rangsit Campus) and PEA.
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30th November 2011

Mr. Promoul Chantpong, DeputyDirector-General, DEDE, granted primary
maintenance equipment to Dr. Akanit
Klangsaeng, Deputy-Secretary General,
Office of Vocational Education Commission,
under the technical and vocational
education team project aiming to assist SMEs
affected by the flood crisis. The event
took place at Trang Hotel, Bangkok.

21st December 2011

Prime Minister Yingluck Shinawatra
together with Mr. Pichai Naripthaphan,
the Energy Minister gave the press
conference at the Santi Maitree Building,
Government House regarding the flood
relief assistance on to the entrepreneurs
who were affected by the flood in 2011.

21st December 2011

Mr. Thammayot Srichuai, Deputy
Director-General, DEDE, presided over
the opening ceremony of the seminar
“Study and Assessment of Greenhouse
Gas Mitigation” at the Twin Tower Hotel,
Bangkok.

13th January 2012

Mr. Krairit Nilkuha, DirectorGeneral, DEDE, signed the Memorandum
of Cooperation with Thailand Greenhouse
Gas Management Organization and Thai
Farmers Bank on the prototype project
of “Increasing Energy Efficiency and
Greenhouse Gas Mitigation”. The ceremony
was held at Century Park Hotel, Bangkok.
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17th January 2012

Mr. Pramoul Chanpong, Deputy
Director-General, DEDE, presided over
“Thailand ESCO FAIR - Help the Crisis with
ESCO Service”. The event, taken place
at Queen Sirikit National Convention
Center, aimed to exhibit and disseminate
information, knowledge and trust to
entrepreneurs for choosing ESCO service
as their support for energy saving.

17th January 2012

Mr. Thammayot Srichuai, Deputy
Director-General, DEDE, made an
inspection of hydro power project at the
village level at Baan Doi Lang, Mae Ai
District, Chiang Mai Province.

3rd February 2012

Mr. Arak Chonlathanon, the
Energy Minister, together with Mr. Norkun
Sitthiphong, Permanent Secretary of the
Energy Ministry, paid a visit to DEDE with
a warm reception of Mr. Krairit Nilkuha,
Director-General and his executive team
who presented a key policy and plan
implementation.

9th March 2012

Mr. Twarath Sutabutr, Deputy
Director-General, DEDE gave a press
conference on “Thailand’s Energy Awards
2012” at the Golden Tulip Sovereign,
Bangkok, where he presented the objectives
and benefits of the Awards that would
push more development of renewable
energy and would express the appreciation
to outstanding masterpieces in renewable
energy and energy efficiency.
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16th March 2012

Mr. Thammayot Srichuai, Deputy
Director-General, DEDE, was presided over
the receipt of 2011 Energy Management
Report from over 30 designated buildings
at DEDE.

30th March 2012

Prime Minister Yingluck Shinawatra
presided over the presentation ceremony
of Thailand Energy Awards 2011 at Santi
Maitree Building, Government House
in order for praising and applauding the
winners both from renewable energy and
energy efficiency sectors at the national
level.

23rd April 2012

Deputy Director-General of DEDE,
Mr. Twarath Sutabutr opened the promotion
program on “Biogas Safety, Happy all
in Thailand” at Surat Thani Province.
The program aimed to create public
awareness, disseminate information of
proper biogas utilization and production
safety to the producers and users.

25th April 2012

Mr. Krairit Nilkuha, DirectorGeneral, DEDE together with Mr. Prasert
Bunsumpun, Chairman, Thailand Business
Council for Sustainable Development and
Dr. Qwanruedee Chotichanathawewong,
President of Thailand Environment Institute,
gave a press conference on “Network
Creation of Energy Conservation Leader”
through Voluntary Agreement at DEDE.
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18th May 2012

Mr. Pramoul Chanpong, Deputy
Director-General, DEDE, presided over the
opening ceremony of seminar on work
progress under Energy Conservation
Equipment/ Machineries/ Material Testing
Center Network at the Twin Tower Hotel,
Bangkok.

21st May 2012

Mr. Krairit Nilkuha, DirectorGeneral, DEDE, presided over the
opening ceremony of APEC Peer
Review on Low Carbon Energies
(PRLCE) at DEDE.

26th May 2012

Mr. Arak Chonlatanon, the Energy
Minister together with the Ministry’s
executives and enterprises, media and
other agencies concerned visited Paluai
Green Island – clean energy model project,
to follow up the project’s work progress,
where Mr. Krairit Nilkuha, Director-General
gave a warm welcome upon their arrival.

1st June 2012

Mr. Krairit Nilkuha, DirectorGeneral, DEDE, presided over the opening
ceremony of the seminar on the
presentation on the model project of
promoting greenhouse solar drying system
implemented under the cooperation of
Solar Research Lab, Physics Department,
Faculty of Sciences, Silpakorn University
at the Twin Tower, Bangkok.
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8th June 2012

Mr. Twarath Sutabutr, Deputy
Director-General, DEDE, presided over
the opening ceremony of the seminar on
“A Success of Energy Management
through Renewable Energy” at BITEC,
Bangkok.

19th June 2012

Mr. Pramoul Chanpong, Deputy
Director-General, DEDE, presided over
the seminar on work progress under the
project of increasing energy efficiency
for small and medium wood/non-metal
or base metal factories for the year 2012
at the Twin Tower Hotel, Bangkok.

27th June 2012

Mr. Krairit Nilkuha, DirectorGeneral, DEDE took part in the seminar
on work progress and granted high
energy efficient labels under the project
of “High Energy Efficient Equipment/
Machineries and Materials Promotion
through Labeling” at Miracle Grand
Convention, Bangkok.

28th June 2012

Pol. Maj. Gen. Lattasanya Piensomparn,
Adviser to the Energy Minister, presided over
the signing ceremony of the Memorandum
of Collaborative Agreement on the
Household Biogas System Project between
the People’s Republic of China and Thailand.
The ceremony took place at DEDE where
the Memorandum was signed by H.E.
Mr. Guan Mu, Ambassador of People’s
Republic of China to Thailand and
Mr. Krairit Nilkuha, Director-General, DEDE.
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28th June 2012

Mr. Thammayot Srichuai, Deputy
Director-General, DEDE, presided over
the opening ceremony of the seminar on
the investment support for solar drying
system installation project for the year
2012 at Amora Tapae Hotel, Muang
District, Chiang Mai Province. The seminar
was attended by successful and new
business owners.

6th July 2012

Mr. Krairit Nilkuha, Director General,
DEDE, and all executives/officials/
employees presented at the opening
ceremony and took oath on the project
of devoting wholeheartedly for energy
conservation as set in the energy
conservation measures to achieve
the energy conservation goal of 15% of
electricity saving and 10% of oil saving.
The event was held at DEDE.

11th July 2012

Mr. Krairit Nilkuha, Director-General,
presided over the opening ceremony of
the seminar on “Executives’ Strategy for
Successful Implementation of Energy
Management in Hospital Buildings”
at Energy Conservation Building in His
Majesty the King, Pathum Thani Province.
The seminar was attended by 300
executives from government and private
hospitals both in Bangkok and the suburb.

26th July 2012

Mr. Pramoul Chanpong, Deputy
Director-General, DEDE, presided over the
opening ceremony of the seminar on
“Equipment/Machineries Promotion for
Energy Conservation” at IMPACT Forum
Building, Muang Thong Thani. The project
aimed at supporting business/ factories/
buildings to invest in changing machineries/
materials/equipment that effects the
energy saving.
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7th August 2012

Mr. Thammayot Srichuai, Deputy
Director-General, DEDE, presided over
the opening ceremony of the seminar on
the 2012 knowledge management relating
to HEPs and MEPs at DEDE, with the
attendance of officials from the Ministry’s
Departments.

8th August 2012

Mr. Pramoul Chanpong, Deputy
Director-General, DEDE, presided over the
meeting on “Presenting the procedures
of the inspection and assessment of
energy conservation building design”
at Rama Gardens Hotel, Bangkok.

28th August 2012

Mr. Twarath Sutabutr, Deputy
Director-General, DEDE, presided over
the opening ceremony of “Small Hydro
Power Promotion for Energy Security and
Sustainable Community of at Koh Loan,
Phuket” at Songkla University (Phuket
Campus), Phuket Province.

12th September 2012

Mr. Arak Chonlatanon, the Energy
Minister, together with media team
attended the “ASEAN Energy Awards
2012” held at Phnom Phookeethra Hotel,
Phnom Penh, Cambodia. Thailand could
win 15 awards with 36 prizes in the
competition.
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20th September 2012

Mr. Krairit Nilkuha, Director-General,
DEDE, presided over the signing ceremony
of the cooperation between DEDE and IFC.
The ceremony, held at DEDE, was signed
by Mr. Krairit and Mr. Ian Crosby, Manager,
Sustainable Business Advisory, IFC East Asia
and Pacific.
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Working Group
Advisors
Mr. Amnuay Thongsathitya
Mr. Thammayot Srichuai
Mr. Pramoul Chanpong

Working group
Mr. Twarath Sutabutr
Mr. Prasert Sinsukprasert
Mrs.Amaraporn Achavangkool
Mr.Wanchai Bunleusinth
Mr.Prapan Boonthanom
Mr.Chalermchai Phadunghus
Mr.Nawin Naknava
Mrs.Kamala Suphan
Mrs.Sukamon Prakobchat
Mrs. Munlika Sompranon
Mrs. Petsuda Sittiphon
Mrs.Jintana Sathavaranon
Mr.Pongsak Prommakorn
Ms.Busarin Suwansri
Mrs.Somsuk Musiphol
Mrs.Jittima Sampao
Ms.Sarapee Chunthaworn
Mr.Mongkol Inthra
Mrs.Jamaree Titsisaeng
Ms.Pennapa Jarussangkulkij
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